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Abstract 
 Logan, Montana USA is located on the Gallatin River, one of the three rivers forming the 
headwaters of the Missouri River.  Previous hydrogeological studies have determined that the 
location at Logan is a possible pinch-point for the local Gallatin watershed where shallow 
groundwater is expected to discharge into the Gallatin River.  However, groundwater monitoring 
wells indicate dry Tertiary sediments overlying bedrock, suggesting surface and groundwater 
systems are disconnected.  We performed shallow seismic refraction, electrical resistivity, 
spontaneous potential, and electromagnetic surveys to investigate the groundwater system in the 
study area.  Geophysical measurements were obtained near the Gallatin River and close to 
shallow monitoring wells.  Also, we used hand samples of Mississippian aged rocks of the 
Madison group collected from local outcrops to help correlate geophysical results with properties 
of the bedrock.  Interpretations of geophysical data confirm the shallow bedrock and dry 
sediments encountered in nearby wells.  These results suggest that any pinch-point is located 
further upstream or that groundwater follows a network of preferential flow paths through the 
limestone bedrock within the study area.   
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Glossary of Terms  
Term Definition 
Vuggy (Vug) a small cavity in a rock or vein, often lined with crystals. 
 
Younging 1) The direction toward which a rock unit or layer becomes younger. 2) The 
direction along the axial plane of a fold in which it passes through younger 
layers. 
Saturation zone A subsurface zone in which all the interstices are filled with water under 
pressure greater than that of the atmosphere. Although the zone may contain 
gas-filled interstices or interstices filled with fluids other than water, it is still 
considered saturated. This zone is separated from the overlaying zone of 
aeration by the water table.  
Pinch point A natural bedrock “dam” created by shallow depth to bedrock and low 
permeability limestone barriers on either side of a valley forces groundwater 
to rise to the surface, and discharge into a river and combine with the surface 
water before exiting the basin. 
Potentiometric surface A hypothetical surface representing the level to which groundwater would rise 
if not trapped in a confined aquifer (an aquifer in which the water is under 
pressure because of an impermeable layer above it that keeps it from seeking 
its level). The potentiometric surface is equivalent to the water table in an 
unconfined aquifer. 
Surface water Water found in ponds, lakes, inland seas, streams, and rivers.  
Groundwater The water contained in interconnected pores located below the water table in 
an unconfined aquifer or located in a confined aquifer.  
Hydrograph A graph that shows some property of ground water or surface water as a 
function of time.  
Head, total hydraulic The sum of the elevation head, the pressure head, and the velocity head at a 
given point in an aquifer. 
Karst The type of geologic terrane underlain by carbonate rocks where significant 
solution of the rock has occurred due to flowing ground water. 
Intermountain basin Location between mountains or mountain ranges 
Discharge The volume of water flowing in a stream or through an aquifer past a specific 
point in a given period of time. 
Recharge or Recharge 
boundary 
An aquifer system that adds water to the aquifer. Streams and lakes are 
typically recharge boundaries  
Hydraulic gradient The change in total head with a change in distance in a given direction. The 
direction is that which yields a maximum rate of decrease in head.  
Cultural noise Undesirable energy, or noise, generated by human activity, such as automobile 
traffic that interferes with seismic surveying, or electrical power lines or the 
steel in pipelines that can adversely affect geophysical methods. 
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1. Introduction  
The unincorporated community of Logan, Montana, USA is located next to the Gallatin 
River, one of three rivers forming the headwaters of the Missouri River.  Logan is situated in the 
northwestern corner of Gallatin County, Montana (Figure 1).  The Logan valley is on a small 
alluvial terrace adjacent to the Gallatin River and is surrounded by exposed bedrock (Swinney & 
Miller, 2015).  Logan is bounded by the Gallatin River to the north and Interstate-90 to the south.  
A railroad line and one major frontage road pass through the community.  A hydrogeological 
investigation performed by the Department of the Interior for development of the Missouri River 
basin program indicated that the location at Logan is a pinch-point for the local Gallatin 
Watershed (Hackett, Visher, McMurtrey, & Steinhilber, 1960).  Shallow groundwater is 
expected to discharge into the Gallatin River because of shallow depth to bedrock (~5 m) near 
the river in association with low permeability of the bounding bedrock.  However, nearby 
groundwater monitoring wells drilled by the Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology (MBMG) 
indicate dry Tertiary sediments overlying carbonate bedrock suggesting surface and groundwater 
systems are disconnected.   
To investigate the groundwater system in the study area, we performed shallow seismic 
refraction, electrical resistivity, and spontaneous potential surveys.  The geophysical 
measurements were located near the Gallatin River and adjacent to shallow monitoring wells.  In 
addition, hand samples of Mississippian aged rocks of the Madison group were collected from 
local outcrops to help correlate geophysical results with properties of the carbonate rich bedrock.   
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(modified from Swinney & Miller, 2015) 
Figure 1:  The unincorporated community of Logan, MT is located in the northwestern corner of Gallatin County, Montana.  Logan is bounded by the 
Gallatin River to the north and Interstate-90 to the south.  A railroad line and one major frontage road pass through the community. 
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 Hydrogeologic Background 
The Gallatin Valley is an intermountain basin of southwest Montana and covers an area 
of roughly 540 square miles (Kendy & Tresch, 1996).  The Gallatin Valley is bounded to the east 
by the Bridger Range and to the south by the Gallatin and Madison Ranges.  The Horseshoe Hills 
form the southern boundary and the Madison Plateau forms the western boundary (Figure 2) 
(Sutherland, Michalek, & Wheaton, 2014). The primary sources of groundwater recharge in the 
Gallatin Valley are from the West Gallatin River, East Gallatin River and associated tributaries 
discharging from the Gallatin and Bridger ranges (Hackett et al., 1960; Slagle, 1995; Kendy et 
al., 1996).  As a result, groundwater flow in the Gallatin Watershed is generally from southeast 
to northwest as seen in the potentiometric contour map in Figure 3 (Swinney & Miller, 2015).   
The Gallatin Valley is part of the Three Forks structural basin formed during Tertiary 
time.  The fill deposits comprise the primary aquifer for groundwater use (Swinney & Miller, 
2015).  Valley fill consists of Tertiary and Quaternary sediments comprising boulders, cobbles, 
sand, silt, clay and volcanic ash (Vuke, Lonn, Berg, & Schmidt, 2014).  Aquifers within the 
valley fill are considered one aquifer because they are hydraulically connected (Sutherland, 
Michalek, & Wheaton, 2014).  The surface water in the Gallatin Watershed is drained by the 
East Gallatin and West Gallatin River that merge into the Gallatin River.  The only outlet for 
surface water is the limestone bedrock gorge at the town of Logan (Sutherland, Michalek, & 
Wheaton, 2014).   
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Figure 2:  The Gallatin Valley is bounded to the east by the Bridger Range, to the south by the Gallatin and 
Madison Ranges with the Horseshoe Hills and the Camp Creek Hills (Madison Plateau) serving as the 
northern and western boundaries.  The only outlet for the Gallatin Watershed and its major rivers and 
tributaries is through a limestone bedrock gorge at Logan, MT. 
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Figure 3:  Potentiometric contours, yellow lines, show the approximate water level in wells measured August 
3-4, 1993 from Slagle (1995).  The approximate direction of groundwater flow interpreted by Swinney (2015) 
is represented by blue arrows.  Groundwater flow in the Gallatin Watershed is generally from southeast to 
the northwest. 
  
(Swinney & Miller, 2015) 
6 
Due to shallow depth to bedrock, a thinning package of alluvium and low permeability 
limestone barriers to the north and south, the preferential flow path of groundwater was assumed 
to be into the Gallatin River at a pinch-point.  The natural bedrock “dam” forces groundwater to 
rise to the surface, thus the term pinch-point, and discharge into the Gallatin River combining 
with the surface water before exiting the basin.  MBMG tested the pinch-point hypothesis by 
drilling four wells near the river.  Three of the wells penetrated into the limestone bedrock:  
Logan LGN1, Logan LGN3 and Logan LGN4.  Logan LGN2 is a dry well intended to monitor 
potential water presence within the alluvium.  The well has remained dry for the last three years.  
The location of the MBMG monitoring wells is shown in Figure 4.  LGN1 is the MBMG 
monitoring well farthest from the Gallatin River at a distance of 72 m from the river.  LGN2, the 
dry well, is located 21m from the Gallatin River.  LGN3 is the closest MBMG monitoring well 
to the Gallatin River located 19m from the riverbank.  LGN4 is located 69 m from the Gallatin 
River.   
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Figure 4:  The study area is located within the civil infrastructure of the town of Logan, MT.  The four monitoring wells, represented by green dots, 
were drilled by the MBMG in 2012 and are located near the Gallatin River. 
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Well log lithology from these four wells shows shallow depth to bedrock at 4m to 5m.  
The stratigraphy from GWIC well log for LGN 1 is shown in Figure 5.  LGN1 is the deepest well 
drilled by MBMG at 67 m below the surface and shows limestone bedrock at 4 m.  LGN2 was 
drilled through only alluvium to the top of the bedrock at a depth of 4m (Figure 6).  The 
stratigraphy from GWIC well logs for LGN3 (Figure 7) shows a total depth of 21 m and the well 
encounters limestone bedrock at a depth of 4m.  The well log for LGN4 (Figure 8) with a total 
depth of 15m shows limestone bedrock is reached at a slightly greater depth of 6m.   
 The driller logs from MBMG, taken while the well was being drilled, note the presence 
of water at 17 m in LGN1. Water was reached at 21 m in LGN 3 and at 20 m in LGN4.  The 
driller logs from MBMG are shown in Appendix A.  All of the driller logs show dry alluvium 
which is inconsistent with Logan being a pinch-point.  GWIC well logs from the two completed 
wells farthest from the Gallatin River, LGN1 and LGN4 have static water depths at 10 m and 11 
m from the surface within the limestone bedrock. The static water depth of the completed well 
closest to the Gallatin River, LGN3 is 9.8 m. Water levels have been collected from the 
monitoring wells for over two years and show static water levels at depths between 9 m to 11 m. 
The depth to the potentiometric surface is actually between the original depth to water during 
drilling and the static water level measured in the completed well. MBMG monitoring well 
location, lithology and water information are shown in Table I. 
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Table I: MBMG monitoring well location, lithology and water information. 
MBMG monitoring wells 
Well ID Distance from 
river (m) 
Total 
Depth (m) 
Depth to 
limestone (m) 
Depth to 
water (m) 
Drill depth 
to water (m) 
272198 LGN1 72 67 4 11 17 
272199 LGN2 22 4 4 NA NA 
272200 LGN3 19 21 4 10 21 
272201 LGN4 69 15 6 11 20 
 
 
 
Figure 5:  The stratigraphy of LGN1 from the GWIC database.  LGN 1 is the deepest well drilled by MBMG 
reaching 67 m below the surface.  LGN1 is the MBMG monitoring well farthest from the Gallatin River at a 
distance of 72 m.  Fine gravel sized angular limestone is encountered at a depth of 4 m and solid limestone 
bedrock is reached at a depth of 9 m.  The potentiometric surface, from GWIC well logs, is within the 
limestone bedrock at a depth of 10 m.  The river level of the USGS gage at Logan is also shown in blue for 
comparison against the potentiometric surface at the monitoring well.  The river level is 6 m above the 
potentiometric surface. 
10 
 
 
Figure 6:  Stratigraphy of LGN2 from the GWIC database.  LGN2 is located 21m from the Gallatin River.  
LGN2 is the shallowest well drilled to a depth of only 4m.  The well was drilled through alluvium to the top of 
the bedrock to detect any presence of water within the alluvium.  The well has remained dry for the last three 
years. 
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Figure 7: Stratigraphy of LGN3 from the GWIC database.  LGN3 is the closest MBMG monitoring well to 
the Gallatin River located 19m from the riverbank.  Limestone bedrock is reached at a depth of 4m.  LGN3 
has a total depth of 21 m and, like LGN1, the potentiometric surface is within limestone bedrock at 9.8 m.  
The river level of the USGS gage at Logan is also shown in blue for comparison against the potentiometric 
surface at the monitoring well.  The river level is 6m above the potentiometric surface. 
12 
 
 
 
Figure 8:  Stratigraphy of LGN4 from the GWIC database.  LGN4 is located 69m from the Gallatin River.  
Limestone bedrock is reached at a depth of 6 m.  LGN4 has a total depth of 15 m.  Like LGN1 and LGN2, the 
potentiometric surface is within limestone bedrock at 11 m.  The river level of the USGS gage at Logan is also 
shown in blue for comparison against the potentiometric surface at the monitoring well.  The river level is 7 
m above the potentiometric surface. 
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A comparison of the deep-shallow pair LGN1 and LGN4 does not show an upward 
hydraulic gradient of groundwater to the river as would be expected at a pinch-point.  Also, the 
LGN1 and LGN4 pair does not show a significant horizontal gradient towards the river as 
expected at a pinch-point (see calculations in Appendix A).  Preliminary water chemistry 
analysis from three MBMG monitoring wells show low levels of calcium and undetectable 
amounts of carbonate and bicarbonate which suggest the well water has a short residence time in 
the limestone.  Chemistry of the groundwater from the MBMG wells and surface water from the 
river appears similar.  The chemical analysis for MBMG monitoring wells can be found in 
Appendix A.   
A hydrograph of the three MBMG monitoring wells (Figure 9) suggests a groundwater 
connection for the three wells. The USGS placed a staff gage in Logan to monitor the Gallatin 
River water levels within the valley.  The gage is located approximately 956 m downstream from 
MBMG monitoring wells.  The river level is above the limestone bedrock and on average 4 m 
above the static water levels within the MBMG monitoring wells at Logan.  The Logan USGS 
gage exhibits run-off spikes in static water level in May and June 2013, 2015 and 2015 that 
directly correlate to the static water level spikes in the three MBMG monitoring wells.  However, 
the Logan USGS gage has a static water level spike in February 2014 that does not correspond to 
a similar feature in the MBMG monitoring wells. The MBMG monitoring wells show a spike 
between August and September 2014 that do not correspond to a spike in the USGS gage.  
Therefore, groundwater and surface water flow appear to be related but surface water might be 
influenced by additional factors.    
 During a study by the Department of Interior for development of the Missouri River 
basin, two wells were drilled near the gaging station in Logan.  Both penetrated limestone at 
14 
about 7 m depth, but did not reach water.  It was postulated that a lack of saturation meant that 
all underflow at the time was restricted to the alluvium underlying the riverbed (Hackett, Visher, 
McMurtrey, & Steinhilber, 1960).  
15 
 
 
Figure 9:  Hydrograph of groundwater data from the three MBMG monitoring wells and a USGS surface water gage downstream of Logan.  The well 
depths and lithology are shown to the right of the hydrograph.  Hydrograph correlations suggest groundwater connection for the three wells.  The 
Logan USGS gage has anomalous spikes in December 2013 and the end of March 2014 that correlate to spikes in the three wells, but it also has a spike 
in February 2014 that does not correspond to anomalies in the monitoring wells.  The groundwater and surface water are therefore related but surface 
water appears to be influenced by additional factors. 
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 Geologic Background 
The area surrounding Logan, Montana is composed of Cambrian through Cretaceous 
aged strata with Tertiary and Quaternary sedimentary fill (Hallock, 1955) (Vuke, Lonn, Berg, & 
Schmidt, 2014) and (Spahn, 1967).  The Gallatin River bisects the study area into a north and 
south side.  Logan, Montana shares geology similar to the nearby Horseshoe Hills which form a 
large limestone cliff outcrop north of the Gallatin river in the study area (Hallock, 1955; Vuke, 
Lonn, Berg, & Schmidt, 2014).  The north side of the study area is characterized by a northwest 
younging sequence of rocks ranging from the Cambrian Flathead Formation in the east to the 
Permian Phosphoria and Madison Formations in the west. (Vuke, Lonn, Berg, & Schmidt, 2014).  
The south side of the study area is characterized from east to west by the Jefferson Formation, 
Madison Formation, and the Dunbar Creek Formation.  Figure 10 shows the names of 
stratigraphic rock units, their age and how they correlate in the valley at Logan.   
17 
 
 
Figure 10:  Chart showing stratigraphic rock units, their age, and how they correlate across Logan, MT. 
18 
 The area is significantly impacted by a series of northeast trending folds that are 
generally asymmetrical, as well as overturned (Hallock, 1955).  North of the study area, high 
angle transverse and thrust faults are common including the Beacon thrust which extends for 
three miles (Spahn, 1967).  Faulting gives the area properties of a “thin-skinned” fold and thrust 
belt (Lageson, 1992).  Tertiary normal faults are also common near basin margins and concealed 
beneath young sedimentary accumulations (Spahn, 1967; Hallock, 1955).  The area as a whole 
can be summarized as regionally uplifted and folded strata of westward younging rock which 
endured a period of extensional tectonics which was then filled with Quaternary and Tertiary 
sediments.  Figure 11 shows the surface geology of the valley at Logan.  The area of interest near 
Logan is predominately near surface (~4 m below river level) limestone bedrock that has been 
eroded and subsequently filled with fluvial sediment along the channel of the Gallatin River.   
19 
 
(a) 
 (modified from Swinney & Miller, 2015) 
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(b) 
 
Figure 11:  (a) Map showing surface geology at Logan (Vuke, Lonn, Berg, & Schmidt, 2014).  Green circles with numbers represent MBMG monitoring 
well deep-shallow pairs.  The Cambrian symbol Є could not be typed in ArcGIS and is represented instead by the ^ symbol both in the legend and on 
the map.  (b) Legend for map. 
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Bridge layout schematics from boreholes drilled for the Montana Rail Link overpass at 
Logan by the Montana Department of Transportation note the presence of karst-like softer, 
undermined material or voids underlying limestone at a depth of 11.6 m (Montana Department of 
Transportation, 1999). The borehole log and schematic locations can be found in Appendix A.  
Figure 12 shows the location of the Montana Rail Link borehole overlain on the geologic map of 
the Logan area.   
 
 
(modified from Swinney & Miller, 2015) 
Figure 12:  Surface geology at Logan (Vuke, Lonn, Berg, & Schmidt, 2014).  The red dot represents the 
location of the borehole drilled for the Montana Rail Link overpass at Logan by the Montana Department of 
Transportation that encountered a karst-like softer undetermined material or void underlying limestone at a 
depth of 11.6m.  The Cambrian symbol Є could not be typed in ArcGIS and is represented instead by the ^ 
symbol both in the legend and on the map. 
 
 Geophysical Background 
Subsurface exploration by seismic refraction and resistivity methods was proposed for an 
investigation to be undertaken for the Department of the Interior for development of the Missouri 
River basin  (Hackett, Visher, McMurtrey, & Steinhilber, 1960).  The seismic refraction method 
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was proposed to locate the contact between the valley fill and the consolidated basement rock 
and resistivity would be used to delineate the boundaries between permeable water-bearing beds 
within the valley fill.  Both methods proved to be of little value.  The seismic approach was 
poorly suited for the depth needed and the geologic setting was too complicated for resistivity.  If 
adequate control had been available for verification of results, geophysical methods could have 
been useful (Hackett, Visher, McMurtrey, & Steinhilber, 1960).    
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2. Geophysical Methods  
 GPS Surveying 
Locations for geophysical measurements were determined using a Leica 1200 Global 
Positioning System by Leica Geosystems as the base station and a Leica mobile rover unit for 
recording the location of each station relative to the base station.  The GPS data were recorded in 
WGS 84 World Ellipsoid and then converted to North American Datum 83 UTM 12N.  GPS data 
processing was done using the Leica Geo Office Program and projected using Oasis Montaj.  
GPS survey data are shown in Appendix B.  GPS locations were recorded for the electrical 
resistivity profile (ERP), VES, SP survey, and seismic refraction surveys.  For ERP, two GPS 
readings were taken at the end of the profile where the electrodes were placed.  For VES, a GPS 
point was recorded at the center point of the array.  For SP, GPS readings were taken at each pot 
location.  For seismic refraction, GPS readings were taken at every shot and receiver location.   
 Electromagnetic Methods 
2.2.1. Geonics Em-31 
The Geonics EM-31 is an electromagnetic tool used to locate subsurface conductivity 
variations using electromagnetic induction.  The EM-31 is considered a small loop system with 
two coils.  The EM-31 does not require electrodes in the ground and is a passive small loop 
system that allows fast surveys over large areas.  The EM-31 consists of a fiberglass boom four 
meters in length and contains an integrated data logging system as well as a GPS unit that is 
connected to the boom and moves with the unit.  The boom contains a transmitter and receiver 
coil separated by 3.66 m.  The coils are at right angles to the ground surface and measure two 
components, in-phase and quadrature, for each dipole orientation.  Quadrature indicates the bulk 
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apparent conductivity of the ground sampled (milli-siemens /m or mS/m).  There are three useful 
measures of conductivity:  true conductivity, ground conductivity and apparent conductivity:  
True conductivity is a physically diagnostic property that differentiates earth materials.  True 
conductivity is an idealized value that is difficult to determine in practice.  Ground conductivity 
represents the in-phase component of the measurement and is measured in parts per thousand 
(PPT) and indicates where there is a change in earth materials as determined by variations in 
ground conductivity.  It is useful for a variety of approaches such as finding the location of a 
buried object or where a void occurs in the subsurface.  Apparent conductivity is an average true 
conductivity for all material in a sampled area and is the measurement required for analysis in 
this survey.  The orientation of the instrument allows for the measurements of the phase and the 
bulk apparent conductivity of the subsurface.  In operation, the primary electromagnetic field 
produces an alternating current or eddy current in the conductive material below the ground.  A 
secondary electromagnetic field is produced from the induced eddy currents and is detected by 
the receiver coil on the EM-31.  The magnitude and relative phase of the secondary 
electromagnetic field can be found once the primary field is nulled.  The quadrature-phase (out-
of-phase) of the secondary electromagnetic field can then be converted to an average 
conductivity of the subsurface.   
The EM-31 images earth properties by means of ground conductivity mapping in the 
frequency domain, which means the instrument takes measurements at one or more frequencies.  
The EM-31 operation principle is based on induction, where a conductor is placed in a stationary 
magnetic field, creating a voltage difference across the conductor which induces a current.  Both 
the primary field and the secondary field are then detected at the receiver coil.  The primary field 
is nulled by the instrument and only secondary field information, magnitude and relative phase, 
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is recorded. The difference between the secondary field and the primary field gives information 
about the geometry, size, and electrical properties of the subsurface.  The secondary field can be 
transformed to components both in-phase and 90° out of phase with the transmitted field.  The 
out of phase portion or quadrature, can be converted to a measure of apparent ground 
conductivity.  Phase changes that occur between primary and secondary fields indicate the 
presence of conductive earth materials, buried objects or soil moisture.  Factors such as the 
presence of clays, moisture content, porosity, electrical conductivity of subsurface water, 
stratigraphy, structure and temperature influence the electrical conductivity of the subsurface.  
The EM-31 is limited to measuring a fixed depth, approximately two meters, into the subsurface. 
The depth of investigation is largely dependent on the frequency used and the separation between 
the transmitter and receiver. 
Electromagnetic methods are sensitive to variations in electrical properties of subsurface 
materials and can be used to map regions with enhanced conductivity due to the presence of 
fluids or metals (Burger, Sheehan, & Jones, 2006).The table below (Table II) shows the 
conductivity range of geologic materials in the valley at Logan (Burger, Sheehan, & Jones, 
2006). 
Table II: Electrical conductivity of geologic materials in Logan. 
Electrical Conductivity of Common Geologic 
Materials 
Source Conductivity (mS/m) 
Air 0 
Freshwater 0.5 
Dry sand 0.01 
wet sand 0.1-1 
Limestone 0.5-5 
Shale 1-100 
Clay 2-1000 
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 Electromagnetic Survey Design 
Shallow conductivity measurements were obtained using the Geonics EM-31, recorded 
though the serial port by the data logger, and referenced spatially with the Garmin GPS map 62st 
GPS unit.  Three surveys were conducted on three days using the EM-31.  Two adjacent fields 
were surveyed in a grid pattern near the MBMG wells and a random pattern was surveyed along 
a hillside north of the Gallatin River (Figure 13).  The EM-31 and Garmin GPS automatically 
recorded measurements at 1 second intervals.  At the beginning of each survey, the EM-31 data 
logger and Garmin GPS were set to start recording at the same time so that the times would sync 
and Garmin GPS coordinates could be matched with each EM-31 data point.  
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Figure 13:  Three surveys were conducted on three days using the EM-31.  Two adjacent fields were surveyed in a grid pattern near the MBMG wells 
and a random pattern was surveyed along a hillside north of the Gallatin River. 
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2.3.1. Electromagnetic Data Analysis 
Raw data were imported from the EM-31 data logger and the Garmin GPS into a 
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. Using the synced times between the Garmin GPS and EM-31, 
latitude and longitude for each data point were determined.  Conductivity was calculated based 
on a conversion factor of 0.025 which corresponds to an EM-31 sensitivity factor of 100.  To 
reduce noise, outliers were removed from the data to a suitable tolerance.  The points were 
plotted on Google Earth and areas with urban noise that contain high conductivity such as 
railroads, fences, and telephone lines were located and removed from the data.  GPS memory can 
only store ~7000 points on a track; as such, GPS data were lost for approximately half of the 
hillside survey.  To correct this problem, a known point and time were identified in the data and 
tied to the remaining GPS locations.  The location and conductivity of each measurement were 
then imported into Oasis Montaj to create conductivity contour maps, which were overlain on 
Google Earth (Figure 14).    
2.3.2. Electromagnetic Data Results 
The data for the two adjacent fields were merged using Oasis Montaj but there was a 
significant difference between conductivity of the two fields.  Field 1 had significant noise and 
showed no trends in the data whereas field 2 showed a clear trend with little noise.  Field 1 had 
multiple urban features such as pipes, wells, and playground equipment, all of which affect 
conductivity measurements.  Also, the surveys were performed on separate dates with 
precipitation occurring between surveys.  Thus, ground moisture and subsequently conductivity 
changed between the surveys.  For these reasons, data for field 1 were rejected.   
The conductivity data for field 2 and the hillside were merged together using Oasis 
Montaj (Figure 14).  Field 2 has higher conductivity than the hillside, which may be due to 
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urbanization on the south side of the river or increased water content in the Tertiary sediment.  
There is a trend in field 2 and in the northeast corner of the hillside survey that could be 
following the apparent northeast strike of nearby bedrock outcrops.  Areas of the hillside survey 
that exhibited high conductivity appear to coincide with the exposed limestone bedrock; 
whereas, low conductivity areas likely indicate unsaturated alluvium overlying the limestone.   
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Figure 14:  Conductivity contour map of EM-31 data from the Logan hillside and field 2 near the MBMG Logan wells. 
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 Spontaneous Potential  
2.4.1. Spontaneous Potential Background 
A spontaneous potential (SP), also referred to as the self-potential method, involves the 
noninvasive measurement of naturally occurring potentials that are commonly related to 
hydrologic and geologic changes in the subsurface (Revil & Jardani, 2013).  The method has 
often been used for understanding ground water dynamics in the field of hydrogeology (Corwin 
& Hoover, 1979).  SP is the only electrical method available for direct detection of groundwater 
motion.  Fluid flow in the ground creates convection currents, and the interaction of the 
convection currents with the electrical structure gives rise to electrical potentials or SP (Sill, 
1983).  SP data are obtained by connecting two porous pot electrodes to measure naturally 
occurring potential difference in the subsurface. Electric current is not needed for the SP 
technique.  Instead, two non-polarizing electrodes are used.  Porous pots are metal electrodes 
suspended in a supersaturated solution of copper sulfate.  The first pot, known as the base pot, is 
placed at the base station which is assigned an arbitrary potential of 0 mV and the other pot, 
known as the rover pot, is used to measure the change in potential relative to this base station.  
Potential difference changes can then be measured by moving the rover pot to different locations.   
Fluid flow in the ground creates convection currents, and the interaction of the 
convection currents with the electrical structure gives rise to electrical potentials or SP (Corwin 
& Hoover, 1979). For example, in a saturated porous medium the differential motion between 
the fluid and the solid induces electrokinetic phenomena (Doussan, Jouniaux, & Thony, 2002). 
Minerals forming the porous medium, which are usually negatively charged, create an electric 
double layer in the pore fluid. A strong electric field is created perpendicular to the surface of the 
mineral, which attracts cations and repulses anions in the vicinity of the solid–liquid interface. 
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An increase in the amount of cations over an area shows the direction of fluid flow. A 
groundwater movement anomaly can show a positive or negative contrast up to hundreds of mV 
(Reynolds, 2011).  
The SP method has been criticized for problems with reproducibility.  However, careful 
field procedures can yield reliable and reproducible results (Corry, DeMoully, & Gerety, 1982).  
SP measurements are also affected by time-varying currents and cultural noise such as pipelines, 
houses and railroad tracks.  Sunlight, temperature, and chemical differences between the two 
pots can also cause variations in the measurements (Ward & Sill, 1982).  These differences can 
lead to pot drift that will influence the data if it is not corrected.  SP can be an efficient and low 
cost method for obtaining geologic and hydrologic data (Corry, DeMoully, & Gerety, 1982).   
2.4.2. Spontaneous Potential Survey Design 
A SP survey requires two pot electrodes, a long (several hundred meters) conducting wire 
to connect the electrodes, and a voltmeter to measure the voltage difference.  The potential 
differences in the subsurface are determined using two porous pot electrodes.  The porous pots are 
filled with a copper sulfate solution.  The base pot is adjusted to have a potential of 0 mV and is 
known as the ‘first pot’, whereas, the second pot is used to determine the potential difference in 
relation to the base pot and is called the ‘rover pot’.  The rover pot is placed at different locations 
to determine potential difference changes across an area.   
The pots were filled with approximately the same volume of copper sulfate solution in 
order to calculate drift. Then the pots were placed into a copper sulfate bath made with an 
insulating cooler and saturated foam base.  The drift between pots was determined by measuring 
the potential difference between pots in contact with the copper sulfate bath.  This was done at 
the start of the survey and repeated approximately every hour to account for chemical and 
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temperature fluctuations.  The pot drift was interpolated and removed to correct each reading for 
drift.  Careful preparation of copper sulfate solution kept pot drift below 5 mV and resulted in a 
nearly negligible drift rate that showed a maximum of 0.025 mV/minute.  SP data were collected 
over a three day period on the largest grid, Area 1, resulting in 150 data points.  Area 2 and Area 
3 were smaller surveys containing 45 data points in Area 2 and 28 in Area 3 (Figure 15).  
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Figure 15:  Map showing the three areas in the SP survey. SP Area 1 closest to the MBMG monitoring wells data points is represented by yellow dots.  
MBMG monitoring well pairs are represented by green dots.  Area 2 to the north of the river is represented by magenta dots. Area 3 also to the north of 
the river is represented by blue dots. 
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2.4.3. Spontaneous Potential Data Analysis  
GPS data were imported from the Leica system and correlated to each data point.  A drift 
rate was calculated between consecutive pot drift measurements and the total drift was 
subtracted.  Although no telluric monitoring was performed, work was not completed during 
major electrical storms or heavy rain that could disrupt natural SP readings.  Cultural noise was 
also reduced by avoiding areas with power and service lines.  Data were plotted in Oasis Montaj, 
and Surfer.  A table of the drift corrected SP values can be found in Appendix D.   
2.4.4. Spontaneous Potential Results 
Three SP contour maps with common color scales were created in Surfer mapping 
software from the three surveyed areas.  The map of Area 1(Figure 16) showed the greatest 
cation-anion difference.  The map shows an increase of anions farther from the river and 
upstream (east end of the survey) and an increase of cations near the river.  The direction of the 
increased cation concentration indicates the direction of flow of water.  The SP map of Area 
1indicates water flow is west and to the river, which is expected within the floodplain.  The SP 
map of Area 2 (Figure 17) shows an increase in cations father from the river and an increase in 
anions near the river indicating that the direction of flow is west and away from the river.  The 
SP map of Area 3 (Figure 18), the hillside, has an increase in anions on the east end of the survey 
near the river floodplain.  The increase in cation concentration on the west end of the survey and 
farther from the river indicates that the direction of flow is southwest following the dip of the 
local topography rather than off the cliff. When the three SP maps are combined on a common 
base map (Figure 19), it is evident that the flow on the north side of the river follows the local 
topography (the dip of the syncline).  If Area 2 was extended to the west, further into the 
floodplain, it would likely show flow to the river.   
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Figure 16: SP contour map created in Surfer from Area1 which is closest to the MBMG monitoring wells.   
Color scales are the same for all SP contour maps. 
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Figure 17: SP contour map of Area2.  Color scales are the same for all SP contour maps. 
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Figure 18:  SP contour map of Area 3.  Color scales are the same for all SP contour maps. 
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Figure 19:  Map of SP data from Area 1 shows an increase in cations towards the river suggesting that water is flowing toward the river.  The large SP 
low in the southeast could be caused by civil infrastructure.  The SP maps from Areas 2 and 3 exhibit an increase in cations away from the river, which 
is opposite of the topography trend.  These data suggest that the preferential flow path on the north side of the river is not toward the river. 
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 Electrical Resistivity Tomography 
2.5.1. Electrical Resistivity Background 
Resistivity methods are one of the most widely used sets of geophysical techniques in 
hydrogeophysics (Binley & Kemna, 2005).  These surveys are relatively easy to carry out, 
instrumentation is inexpensive, data processing tools are widely available, and the relationships 
between resistivity and hydrological properties, such as porosity and moisture content, are 
reasonably well established (Binley & Kemna, 2005).   
Surface electrical resistivity surveying is based on the concept that the distribution of 
electrical potential in the ground around a current-carrying electrode depends on the electrical 
resistivity and distribution of the surrounding soils and rocks (Loke, Electrical imaging surveys 
for environmental and engineering studies, 1999).  In the field, an electrical direct current (DC) 
is applied between two electrodes inserted in the ground and the potential difference between 
two other none current-carrying electrodes is measured.  Most mineral grains in soils and rocks 
are nonconductive, except in some metallic ores, so the resistivity of soils and rocks is governed 
primarily by the amount of moisture contained in the soil and rock pore space and cracks.  The 
fact that differences of lithology are accompanied by differences of resistivity enables resistivity 
surveys to be useful in detecting bodies of anomalous materials or in estimating depths to 
bedrock surfaces.  In coarse, granular soils such as alluvium, the groundwater surface is usually 
marked by an abrupt change in water saturation which causes a change of resistivity (Loke, 
Electrical imaging surveys for environmental and engineering studies, 1999).  However, in fine-
grained soils, there may be little resistivity change coinciding with a potentiometric surface 
(Loke, Electrical imaging surveys for environmental and engineering studies, 1999).  Since the 
resistivity of a soil or rock is controlled primarily by the pore water conditions, there are wide 
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ranges in resistivity for any particular soil or rock type.  Resistivity can be correlated with 
specific soil or rock units through field samples or drill hole information.   
Electrical resistivity profiling is suited for detecting underground limestone cavities 
(Park, et al., 2014).  Within profiles, cavities or areas filled with clay or groundwater will appear 
as low-resistivity anomalies in limestone formations (Binley & Kemna, 2005).  A relevant study 
by Mi Kyung Park (2014) was conducted to examine the spatial distribution and shape of 
underground cavities in a karst area in Korea.  The bedrock in the area was composed of 
limestone which was assumed to be pure limestone or limestone with embedded schist.  The 
limestone bedrock was overlain with a 4-10 m thick layer of alluvial deposits of high-viscosity 
clay.  The results showed that cavity areas filled with clay or groundwater appeared as low-
resistivity anomalies in the limestone formation.   
 Data from resistivity surveys are usually presented and interpreted in the form of values 
of apparent resistivity ρ𝑎.  Apparent resistivity is defined as the resistivity of an electrically 
homogeneous and isotropic half-space that would yield the measured relationship between the 
applied current and the potential difference for a particular arrangement and spacing of 
electrodes (Loke, Electrical imaging surveys for environmental and engineering studies, 1999).  
An equation giving the apparent resistivity in terms of applied current, distribution of potential, 
and arrangement of electrodes can be developed through an examination of the potential 
distribution due to a single current electrode (Loke, Electrical imaging surveys for environmental 
and engineering studies, 1999).  Consider a single point electrode on a homogeneous medium, 
which represents a fictitious homogeneous earth.  If the electrode carries a current I, measured in 
amperes (A), the potential at any point in the medium or on the boundary is given by:   
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𝑼 = 𝝆
𝑰
𝟐𝝅𝒓
 
 (1) 
 
where  
 U = potential, in V,  
 ρ = resistivity of the medium, and  
 r = distance from the electrode.   
The derivation of the equation may be found in textbooks on geophysics, such as Keller 
and Frischknecht (1966).  For an electrode pair with current I at electrode A, and I at electrode B 
(Figure 20), the potential at a point is given by the algebraic sum of the individual contributions:   
𝑼 =
𝝆𝑰
𝟐𝝅𝒓𝑨
−
𝝆𝑰
𝟐𝝅𝒓𝑩
=
𝝆𝑰
𝟐𝝅
[
𝟏
𝒓𝑨
−
𝟏
𝒓𝑩
] 
(2) 
 
where 
 𝑟𝐴 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑟𝐵 are distances from the point to electrodes A and B.   
 
Figure 20 illustrates the electric field around the two current electrodes in terms of 
equipotentials and current lines.  The equipotential surfaces represent imagery shells of equal 
electrical potential surrounding the current electrodes.   
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Figure 20: Equipotential surfaces and current lines for a pair of current electrodes A and B on a 
homogeneous half-space.   
 
In addition to current electrodes A and B, Figure 20 shows a pair of electrodes M and N, 
which measure the potential difference (V).  The potential difference V between the two 
potential electrodes may be written using the previous equation  
𝑽 = 𝑼𝒎 − 𝑼𝒏 =
𝝆𝑰
𝟐𝝅
[
𝟏
𝑨𝑴
−
𝟏
𝑩𝑴
+
𝟏
𝑩𝑵
−
𝟏
𝑨𝑵
] 
 (3) 
where 
 UM and UN = potentials at M and N, and 
 AM = distance between electrodes A and M.   
The quantity inside the brackets is a function of the spacing in the four electrode arrangement.  
The geometric factor inside the brackets is denoted 1/K, which allows rewriting the equation as:   
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𝑽 =
𝝆𝑰
𝟐𝝅
𝟏
𝑲
 
(4) 
where 
 K = array geometric factor.   
 
Equation 4 can then be solved for ρ to obtain  
𝝆 = 𝟐𝝅𝑲
𝑽
𝑰
. 
(5) 
 
 
Thus, the resistivity of the medium can be determined from measured values of V, I, and K, the 
geometric factor.  K is a function only of the geometry of the electrode arrangement.  An 
electrode array with constant spacing is commonly used to investigate lateral differnces in 
apparent resistivity, 𝜌𝑎 , that reflect lateral variations in lithology.  The size of the electrode array 
can also be varied to investigate changes in resistivity with depth.  Apparent resistivity is 
affected by material at increasingly greater depths as the electrode spacing is increased.  For this 
investigation, a constant spacing Wenner array (Figure 21) was used.   
 
 
Figure 21:  The Wenner array utilizes 4 electrodes separated by equal intervals a. 
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The Wenner array consists of four electrodes in line, separated by equal intervals, 
denoted a.  Using equation 2, the geometric factor K is equal to a so the apparent resistivity is 
given by:   
𝜌𝑎 = 𝜋 [
𝑠2
𝑎
−
𝑎
4
]
𝑉
𝐼
= 𝜋𝑎 [(
𝑠
𝑎
)
2
−
1
4
]
𝑉
𝐼
 . 
(6) 
 
The Wenner array is relatively sensitive to vertical changes in the subsurface resistivity below 
the center of the array.  However, it is less sensitive to horizontal changes in the subsurface 
resistivity (Loke, Tutorial: 2-D and 3-D electrical imaging surveys, 2014).  Therefore, the 
Wenner configuration is good at resolving vertical resistivity changesbut relatively poor in 
detecting horizontal changes, for example narrow vertical structures (Loke, Tutorial: 2-D and 3-
D electrical imaging surveys, 2014).  The Wenner array also has a high signal to noise  ratio, so 
it is a good choice for a noisy area with a complex civil infrastructure like Logan, MT.   
 Using the basic Wenner Array, a profiling survey is carried out using different electrode 
spacing to form a grid of varying depths at different locations along a transect which forms a 2D 
profile.  This profiling approach gives information about both lateral and vertical changes in the 
subsurface resistivity.   
2.5.2. Electrical Resistivity Profiling Survey Design 
A single port Syscal R2 resistivity meter and a 200 m, 21-channel multi-cord cable were 
used to obtain three electrical resistivity profiles near the MBMG monitoring wells.  A Wenner 
array configuration with six different spacings:  10 m, 20 m, 30 m, 40 m, 50 m and 60 m was 
used to collect 63 data points for Profile 1 and Profile 2 and 86 data points for Profile 3.  A plot 
of the data point positions and corresponding pseudo depths are shown in Appendix D.  The 
theoretical maximum depth of investigation for a 60 m Wenner array spacing is approximately 
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40 m but actual depth of the investigation depends on the distribution of the electrical resistivity 
of the formation and the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurements.  Figure 22 shows the 
locations of the three electrical resistivity surveys.  Two profiles are oriented ENE – WSW 
parallel to the river.  A third profile, running E-W is perpendicular to the strike of the underlying 
limestone bedrock.  Profile 2 was repeated to investigate three suspicious data points.  The data 
collected in this survey are shown in Appendix D.   
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Figure 22:  Map showing locations of the three electrical resistivity profiles. 
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2.5.3. Electrical Resistivity Data Analysis 
The apparent resistivity profile data were used as observed data to perform inversion 
using RES2DINV software to generate resistivity tomograms.  The profiles were inspected for 
systematic and random noise then a least-squares inversion using a combination of Marquardt 
and Occam inversion algorithms was used on the data.  The Marquardt-Levenberg method 
minimizes a combination of the magnitude of the discrepancy vector and the parameter change 
vector.  This method has been successfully used in the inversion of resistivity sounding data where 
the model consists of a small number of layers (Loke, Tutorial: 2-D and 3-D electrical imaging 
surveys, 2014).  During inversion, the size of the elementary cells is chosen as 5 m, which is equal to 
half the spacing between electrodes for the smallest electrode spacing.  One electrical resistivity 
value is used per cell.  Topography from GPS and a customized color scheme were incorporated 
into the models and a robust inversion was selected to better reflect geology with higher contrast.  
Inversion was performed for 7 iterations on each profile.  Reported RMS errors are the difference 
between the observed and calculated pseudo sections.  RES2DINV software processing results 
for the three tomograms are located in Appendix E.   
2.5.4. Electrical Resistivity Data Results 
 The table below (Table III) shows common resistivity ranges for alluvium, limestone and 
shale (Loke, Electrical imaging surveys for environmental and engineering studies, 1999).   
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Table III:  Common resistivity ranges for soils and rock types in the survey area 
Rock type Resistivity (Ωm) when wet Resistivity (Ωm) when dry 
Alluvium 10 800 
Limestone 75 17500 
Shale 25 12500 
Sandstone 10 15000 
*Fresh groundwater: 10 to 100 Ωm 
The lithology from MBMG monitoring well logs was used as geologic constraints for 
interpretation of the tomograms.   
 Profile 1(Figure 23), located nearest to the Gallatin River, shows a uniform resistivity 
with an area of slightly higher resistivity at the deep eastern corner that dips to the west.  
Resistivity data shown in red and maroon represent 400 Ωm to 800 Ωm, which is within the 
resistivity range of both limestone and alluvium.  The well log from LGN 3, the closest well, was 
used for geologic interpretation.  LGN 3 encountered bedrock at a depth of 4 m.  The resistivity 
tomogram above 4 m had resistivity values at the high end of the alluvium range and were 
interpreted as dry alluvium.  The resistivity tomogram below 4m had values within the low end 
of the limestone range and were interpreted as saturated limestone.  Profile 1 data were collected 
~3 m from LGN 3 and the lower resistivity block (shown in yellow), ~400 Ωm, in the middle of 
the profile could be due to ground disturbance during drilling.  
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Figure 23: Interpreted electrical resistivity tomogram from inversion of Profile 1.  (All profiles use the same logarithmic color scheme.)  The vertical 
black line on the profile represents the location and depth of LGN3 monitoring well. The black line at 1235 m elevation represents the bedrock contact 
determined from the LGN3 well log.  The blue line is the potentiometric surface from LGN3 well log.  The well log from LGN 3, the closest well, was 
used for geologic interpretation.  The resistivity tomogram values above 4 m were interpreted as dry alluvium.  The resistivity tomogram values below 4 
m were interpreted as saturated limestone.  Profile 1 data was collected ~3 m from LGN 3 and the lower resistivity block (shown in yellow), ~400 Ωm, in 
the middle of the profile could be due to ground disturbance during drilling. 
 
 
East 
West 
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 The resistivity tomogram for Profile 2, Figure 24, was also dominated by resistivity 
values 600 Ωm to 700 Ωm, which can be interpreted as both dry alluvium and saturated 
limestone.  The well log from LGN1, the deepest well, was used for geologic interpretation.  The 
purple area at the deep eastern corner has a slightly higher resistivity of approximately 800 Ωm 
and a ~45ºSW dip.  The well log from LGN1, encounters limestone with shale at 34 meters, 
which is the depth to the higher resistivity area in resistivity Profile 2.  The higher resistivity 
suggests that a different geologic unit is encountered at a depth of 18 m and the dip follows local 
geologic dip of the cliff.  A resistivity value of 800 Ωm is within the range of limestone and 
shale.  An area of slightly lower resistivity, 400 Ωm, can also be seen in Profile 2.  The east end 
of Profile 2 was collected over a road, so the low resistivity could be caused by road materials.   
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Figure 24: Interpreted electrical resistivity tomogram from inversion of Profile 2 resistivity data (all profiles use the same logarithmic color scheme).  
The vertical black line on the profile represents the location and of LGN1 monitoring well.  The black line at 1240 m elevation represents the bedrock 
contact from LGN1 well log.  The blue line is the potentiometric surface elevation from LGN1 well log.  The well log from LGN1 was also used for 
geologic interpretation.  The resistivity tomogram values above 4 m were interpreted as dry alluvium.  The resistivity tomogram values below 4 m were 
interpreted as saturated limestone.  The purple area at the deep eastern corner has a slightly higher resistivity and a ~45ºSW dip and was interpreted as 
limestone and shale.  The east end of Profile 2 was collected over a road, so the low resistivity (shown in yellow) could be caused by road materials. 
(LGN1 extends past bottom of the profile.) 
 
 
East West 
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  The resistivity tomogram of Profile 3 (Figure 25) shows a wide range of resistivity 
values.  A large 50 m wide low resistivity area begins at a depth of 10 m, extends to the bottom 
of the profile at ~40 m.  The low resistivity of ~100 Ωm (blue) in the tomogram is the high end 
of groundwater resistivity range.  Profile 3 is the closest profile, less than 650 m, from the 
borehole drilled by the Department of Transportation that found a void between 11 m and 15 m 
within limestone.  From analysis of the surface geologic map and the bend of the river it is 
possible that Profile 3 could lie within a paleochannel of the Gallatin River which could cause 
additional erosion through the alluvial fill and bedrock.  The additional erosion creates an ideal 
scenario for karst formation.   
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Figure 25: Interpreted electrical resistivity tomography images resulting from inversion of Profile 3 (all profiles use the same logarithmic color scheme). 
The black line represents the potential elevation of the alluvium to bedrock contact interpreted from the MBMG monitoring wells.  The blue line is the 
potentiometric surface elevation determined from well logs near the profile.  A large low resistivity area (blue) located at a depth of 10 m and 
approximately 50 m wide could be interpreted as a karst structure within the limestone. 
 
 
East 
West 
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In effort to better understand aquifer properties, resistivity values were calculated from 
total dissolved solids (TDS) for the MBMG monitoring wells that had undergone water quality 
analysis.  The values for TDS from GWIC are given in Appendix A.  The formula below was 
used to calculate the resistivity of aquifer water from TDS by first calculating conductivity and 
then converting to resistivity.   
First conductivity was calculated from TDS:   
𝝈𝒂 (
𝝁𝑺
𝒎
) =
𝟏
𝟐𝟓
𝑻𝑫𝑺(𝒑𝒑𝒎). 
(7) 
 
Conductivity was converted into resistivity:   
𝝆(𝜴𝒎) =
𝟏𝟎𝟎𝟎
𝝈𝒂 (
𝝁𝑺
𝒎 )
. 
(8) 
 
   
The resistivity values calculated from the TDS for wells LGN1, LGN3 and LGN4 are shown in 
Table IV.   
Table IV: Water resistivity values calculated from total dissolved solids. 
Well Identification  TDS (ppm) ρ (Ωm)  
LGN 1 230.16 109 
LGN 3 237.72 105 
LGN 4 230.84 108 
 
Water resistivity values of 110 Ωm correlate well with the resistivity low in Profile 3 suggesting 
that the low values are due to a saturated zone within the limestone.  The extent of interpreted 
saturation supports the possibility that the limestone contains a ground water filled karst void.  
The resistivity calculations represent the fresh water aquifer setting in clays, silt and gravels 
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(McNeil, 1992); however, karstic aquifer characteristics are unique.  Profiles 1 and 2 show no 
water table and the resistivity values found from TDS do not correlate to resistivity values within 
the profiles. Additional geochemical analysis could be necessary to understand the limestone and 
water interaction near the river.   
 Seismic Refraction 
2.6.1. Seismic Refraction Background 
 The seismic refraction method is one of the most commonly used geophysical methods in 
groundwater exploration (Steeples, 2005).  Common applications of seismic methods in 
hydrogeology include examining sedimentology and stratigraphy, detecting geologic faults, 
evaluating karst conditions, and mapping bedrock surface (Steeples, 2005).  Other less common 
applications include mapping hydrogeological features, assessing hydrological characteristics, 
and measuring depth to water table (Steeples, 2005).  Estimating the relation between 
geophysical and hydrogeologic parameters is a site-specific endeavor, since no general relation 
can be used.  Refraction methods have been used to calculate depth to subsurface layers as well 
as seismic velocity within the layers (Steeples, 2005).  P-wave seismic methods have been useful 
in examining saturation in unconsolidated materials, such as alluvium (Steeples, 2005).  Seismic 
methods may be thought of as providing information about the framework of earth materials, 
whereas electrical and electromagnetic methods offer information about fluid found in the pore 
spaces of materials (Steeples, 2005).   
 The seismic refraction method utilizes the refraction of seismic waves on rock/soil layers 
in order to characterize subsurface geologic conditions and geologic structure.  Seismic 
refraction depends on the fact that seismic wave velocities change as they enter different types of 
earth materials with unique elastic properties.  Waves are critically refracted when they 
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encounter a boundary between two layers meeting a specific condition.  The method is useful for 
identifying lithology of subsurface strata and the approximate depth to strata boundaries 
(Steeples, 2005).   
The seismic refraction technique is based on the refraction of seismic energy at interfaces 
between subsurface/geological layers of different seismic velocity.  The seismic refraction 
method uses geophones in an array, and a seismic source (shot).  Some of the seismic energy 
travels along the surface in the form of a direct wave.  However, when a seismic wave 
encounters an interface between two different rock layers, a portion of the energy is reflected and 
the remainder will propagate through the layer boundary at a refracted angle (Burger, Sheehan, 
& Jones, 2006).  At a critical angle of incidence to the interface, the wave is critically refracted 
and will travel parallel to the interface at the speed of the underlying layer.  Energy from this 
critically refracted wave returns to the surface in the form of a head wave.  As a hemispherical 
wave front passes by a string of equally placed geophones, each records the ground displacement 
resulting from this critically refracted wave (Burger, Sheehan, & Jones, 2006).  The travel time 
of this wave front from energy source to each geophone can be determined from a field 
seismogram (Burger, Sheehan, & Jones, 2006).  We know the geophone spacings and the 
displacement from the shot point to the first geophone, so we can construct a travel-time graph 
that plots time against distance (Figure 26).   
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 (modified from Burger, Sheehan, & Jones, 1996) 
Figure 26:  (a) Time-distance plot showing times for the direct wave and critically refracted wave.  (b) 
Diagram illustrating direct wave and critically refracted ray paths for a two-layer case. 
 
For the simple case shown, both waves travel at a constant velocity so the time-distance 
plot will be a straight line with slope proportional to the propagation velocity.  For a single 
interface or 2-layer case as postulated at the study site at Logan, a layer with thickness h1 and 
velocity V1 is situated over a halfspace with velocity V2.  It is assumed that V2 > V1 for critical 
refraction to occur.    
For a receiver located at a known distance x from the source, Snell’s law allows us to 
determine the travel time of a ray as a function of the velocity.   
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Snell’s Law states  
 
sin 𝜃1
𝑉1
=
sin 𝜃2
𝑉2
 
(9) 
 
where  
 sin 𝜃1 = angle of incidence in layer 1, and  
sin 𝜃2= transmission angle in layer 2.   
 
The arrival time for the direct wave that travels straight along the surface is given by  
𝑡 =
𝑥
𝑉1
. (10) 
 
Critically refracted waves propagate horizontally along the interface at the second layer with the 
velocity, V2.  This can only happen if the emergence angle 𝜃2 is 90°.  Snells Law (equation 9) 
can then be rewritten as:  
sin 𝜃𝑖𝑐
𝑉1
=
sin 90º
𝑉2
 
(11) 
which can be reduced to  
sin 𝜃𝑖𝑐 =
𝑉1
𝑉2
 
(12) 
 
where  
𝜃𝑖𝑐is the critical angle.   
To calculate the travel time we need to consider rays that enter the second layer with angle 𝜃𝑖𝑐.  
The arrival time t of the refracted wave as a function of distance x is given by: 
𝑡 =
2ℎ1 cos 𝜃𝑖𝑐
𝑉1
+
𝑥
𝑉2
. 
(13) 
By substituting in Equation 12 and taking the first derivative with respect to x we obtain the 
travel-time equation for the critically refracted ray:  
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𝑡𝑖 =
1
𝑉2
 
(14) 
which is a straight line that crosses the time axis x=0 at the intercept time 𝑡𝑖and has a slope 1/V2 
(Figure 26).   
The critical distance is the distance at which the refracted wave is first observed.  The 
critical distance Xcrit can be calculated from:   
𝑥𝑐𝑟𝑖𝑡 = 2ℎ tan 𝜃𝑖𝑐 (15) 
where the critical angle 𝜃𝑖𝑐 is given by equation 4.   
The point where the direct wave times and refracted wave times intersect is referred to as 
the crossover time.  If we set the arrival time of the direct wave and the refracted wave equal to 
each other and solve for the distance we obtain crossover distance  
𝑥𝑐𝑜 = 2ℎ (
𝑉2+𝑉1
𝑉2−𝑉1
)
1
2
) 
(16) 
Using a travel time curve we can determine V1 from the slope (1/ V1) of the direct wave and V2 
from the slope (1/ V2 ) of the refracted wave.  We can calculate distance to the interface several 
ways.  We can get the crossover distance from the travel time curve and use:   
ℎ =
𝑥𝑐𝑜
2
(
𝑉2 + 𝑉1
𝑉2 − 𝑉1
)
1
2
 
(17) 
Alternatively, we could read the time intercept from the travel-time diagram and determine the 
depth using:   
ℎ =
𝑣1𝑡𝑖
2 cos 𝜃𝑖𝑐
. 
(18) 
 
which can be rewritten as:   
ℎ =
𝑡𝑖
2
𝑉2𝑉1
(𝑉2
2 − 𝑉1
2)
1
2
. 
(19) 
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In summary, we can determine times for the direct and refracted arrivals from a field 
seismogram, calculate the velocities of materials in both layers and the thickness of the first 
layer.   
2.6.2. Seismic Refraction Survey Design 
Three seismic refraction lines were collected using a 24 geophone spread with 2 m 
geophone spacing and a sledge hammer source.  Equipment used included a Geometrics Geode 
seismograph with a 24-channel spiked geophone string and a 16-pound sledgehammer with 
attached trigger.  Five hammer hits were field stacked at every shot location for all profiles in 
order to reduce random noise.  All three lines were shoot-though surveys with 4 m shot 
separation.  Line 1 is parallel to the river trending NE to SW and is 52 m long.  Line 2 is 
perpendicular to the river trending NW to SE and is 86 m long.  Line 3 also parallels the river 
trending SW to NE and is the longest profile at 302 m.  Figure 27 shows the location of the three 
seismic refraction lines.  Both refraction tomograms and 2-layer models were created for all 
three lines.   
First arrival picking was done in Vista® seismic processing software.  Data quality was 
generally good considering the nearby infrastructure.  The same first arrival picks were used for 
both 2-layer modeling and for refraction tomogram calculations.   
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Figure 27:  Map showing locations of the three seismic refraction profiles.  Line 1 is parallel to the river trending NE to SW and is 52 m long.  Line 2 is 
perpendicular to river and trends NW to SE and is 86 m long.  Line 3 also parallels the river trending SW to NE and is the longest profile at 302 m. 
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2.6.3. Seismic Refraction Data Analysis 
Two-layer models of Line 1 and Line 2 were calculated to determine depth to bedrock 
and help identify overlying alluvium and bedrock lithology.  The seismic data were first 
analyzed by picking first arrival times and using Vista inversion software to provide refraction 
tomography solutions.  The Visa models lacked sufficient vertical resolution necessary to 
determine depth to bedrock.  The seismic data were then analyzed in RayFract inversion 
software and IXRefraX using the first break picks from Vista.  The resulting 2-layer models from 
IXRefraX and 2-layer tomograms from RayFract did show sufficient P-wave velocity variation 
with depth.  On refraction tomograms, sharp changes in velocity over small distances indicate a 
contact between two layers (Steeples, 2005).  A water table often shows up as an approximately 
1500 meters/sec velocity zone (Steeples, 2005). The table below (Table V) shows the seismic 
velocities of limestone and other rocks common to Logan (Burger, Sheehan, & Jones, 2006). 
Table V: Seismic velocities for selected rocks common to Logan, MT. 
Seismic Velocities for Rocks Common to Logan 
Rock Type Vp (m/s) Vs (m/s) 
Limestone (PA) 3633 2319 
Limestone (AZ) 2750 1718 
Shale (AZ) 2124 1470 
Siltstone (CO) 2319 1524 
Sandstone (WY) 2488 1702 
      *Water table is 1500-1800 m/s 
   
2.6.3.1. 2-Layer Model 
Two-layer models for Line 1 and Line 2 were calculated using IXRefraX software by 
Interpex to determine depth to bedrock and help identify overlying alluvium and bedrock 
lithology.  IXRefraX is an integrated software package for processing and interpretation of 
seismic refraction data using the Generalized Reciprocal Method.  First break picks were 
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imported from Vista and plotted against geophone separation creating T-X graphs for the three 
lines.  The inverse of the slope of the best fit straight line represents layer velocity which is then 
used to calculate depths for each of the layers.   
2.6.3.1.1. 2-Layer Model Data Processing 
The IXRefraX plot of velocity and depth for Line 1 has a low RMS Fitting error of 0.73 
msec (Figure 28).  The 2-layer model of Line 1 confirms that depth to bedrock is ~4 m and 
shows a flat alluvium/bedrock contact with less than 1 m elevation change over a 54 m distance, 
which agrees with resistivity Profile 1.  The IXRefraX plot of velocity and depth variation for 
Line 2 also has a low RMS fitting error of 0.69 msec (Figure 29).  Depth to bedrock for Line 2 is 
also ~ 4 m with a flat alluvium/bedrock contact and less than 1 m elevation difference over the 
90 m profile distance.  In both 2-layer models, the velocity of the first layer is ~400 m/s which is 
representative of dry alluvium.  The velocity for the second layers of both models is considerably 
higher, ~2,100 and 2,400 m/s which is representative for shallow limestone.  Neither model 
indicates existence of refraction from a water table at 1,500 m/s.   
The IXRefraX results for Line 3 have a larger RMS fitting error of 6.71 msec (Figure 30).  
The first layer is ~364 m/s which is representative for dry alluvium. Again, the depth to bedrock 
is ~4 m.  The two-layer results for Line 3 show a flat interface between the layers with a velocity 
of 1800 m/s.  This velocity combined with the flat interface suggest existence of a water table.  
However, this velocity is also within the range of highly weathered limestone.   
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Figure 28:  The T-X analysis for velocity and depth variation has a low RMS Fitting error of 0.73 msec.  Line 1 confirms that depth to bedrock is ~4 m 
which agrees with resistivity Profile 1.  In the 2-layer model the velocity of the first layer is ~400 m/s which is representative of dry alluvium.  The 
velocity of the second layer of the model is considerably higher, ~ 2,500 m/s which is representative for shallow limestone.  This model does not indicate 
refraction from a water table. 
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Figure 29:  T-X analysis for velocity and depth variation for Line 2 has a low RMS fitting error of 0.69 msec.  Depth to bedrock in Line 2 is also ~ 4 m.  
In the 2-layer model, the velocity of the first layer is ~400 m/s which is representative of dry alluvium.  The velocity of the second layer of the model is 
considerably higher, ~2,700 m/s which is representative for shallow limestone.  This model does not indicate existence of refraction from a water table. 
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Figure 30:  T-X analysis for velocity and depth for Line 3 has a larger RMS fitting error of 6.71 msec but contains more complex geology.  The first 
layer is ~364 m/s. Again, the depth to bedrock is 4m.  The second layer has a lower velocity than the models of the two other lines.  The velocity of 1800 
m/s is in the range of water, 1500 m/s to 1800 m/s, but still within the range of highly weathered limestone. 
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2.6.3.1.2. 2-Layer Model Interpretations 
 Two-layer model results for Lines 1 and 2 can be interpreted as dry alluvium to a depth 
of 4-5 m overlying limestone bedrock with no water table, which agrees with the findings from 
resistivity Profiles 1 and 2 (Figure 31 Figure 32).  However, the second layer on the 2-layer 
model of Line 3 has a lower velocity than the other two models which could be interpreted as a 
water table refraction which would agree with resistivity Profile 3 (Figure 33).  Figure 31, 32, 
and 33 show the 2-layer model interpretation of the three seismic lines.  
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Figure 31:  The interpreted 2-Layer Model for Line 1. 
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Figure 32:  The interpreted 2-Layer Model for Line 2. 
 
Figure 33:  The interpreted 2-Layer Model for Line3. 
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2.6.3.2. Tomograms 
Next, the Vista first arrival time picks were imported into Rayfract Seismic Refraction 
Tomography Software.  Rayfract® seismic refraction tomography software allows imaging of 
subsurface velocity with modelling of propagation of seismic first break times.  A 1-D starting 
model is created which is iteratively updated based on traveltime perturbations from the previous 
model until fitting criteria for modeled and actual traveltimes are reached.  The resulting model 
shows a velocity for each pixel in the model space.  The process uses a Wavepath Eikonal 
Traveltime (WET) tomographic inversion also known as Fresnel volume Tomograph. (Intelligent 
Resources Inc. , 2014).   
Subsurface models were interpreted from the 2D WET tomograms (Figure 34, 35, and 
36).  The depth and general shape of the images are determined by the tomographic inversion 
process.  Velocity values near the edges of the tomograms are not reliable due to low seismic 
wave coverage and the uncertainty in tomographic inversion process.  As part of the inversion, 
companion raypath coverage plots are generated for each tomogram showing the number of 
calculated raypaths through each image pixel (velocity pixel).  These coverage plots are useful 
for internal quality control purposes in the iterative inversion process, but are not included here.  
All the tomograms provided show distances in meters and velocities in meters per second 
(m/sec).   
2.6.3.2.1. Tomogram Data Processing 
The red triangles on the tomograms represent the shot locations and geophones are 
represented as grey circles.  The vertical variation of seismic velocity in the refraction tomogram 
of Line 1 (Figure 34) exhibits a sharp velocity contrast from 400m/s to 2000 m/s.  Depth to the 
2000 m/s contour is about 4m which agrees with the 2-layer model (Figure 31).  The tomogram 
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for Line 2 (Figure 35) also exhibits a sharp velocity contrast from 400 m/s to 2000 m/s.  The 
2000 m/s contour is at a depth of 4 m, which is also consistent with the 2-layer model (Figure 
32).  The tomogram for Line 3 (Figure 36) illustrates velocity variation that might be correlated 
with the resistivity low in resistivity Profile 3 (Figure 25).  The refraction tomogram of Line 3 is 
more complex than Lines 1 and 2.  A sharp velocity contrast exists from 400 m/s to 1500 m/s at a 
depth of 4m. A sharp velocity contrast also exists between the 1500 m/s contour and 2000 m/s 
contour.  An area of velocities near 1500 m/s is located between 0-30 m on the west end of the 
tomogram at a depth between 3-10 m.   
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Figure 34: The dark grey vertical line represents the MBMG monitoring well LGN3 location near the tomogram.  The vertical variation of seismic 
velocity in the refraction tomogram of Line 1 shows a sharp velocity contrast from 400 m/s to 2000 m/s.  Depth to the approximate 2000 m/s contour is 
about 4 m which agrees with the 2-layer model.  (LGN3 extends past the bottom of tomogram.) 
East West 
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Figure 35: The dark grey vertical line represents the location of MBMG monitoring well LGN1 near the tomogram.  The tomogram for Line 2 also 
shows a sharp velocity contrast from 400 m/s to 2000 m/s.  The 2000 m/s contour is at a depth of 4 m which is consistent with the 2-layer model results.  
(LGN1 extends past the bottom of tomogram.) 
North  South 
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Figure 36:  The refraction tomogram for Line 3 illustrates velocity variation that might be correlated with the resistivity low in resistivity Profile 3. The 
refraction tomogram of Line 3 is more complex than Lines 1 and 2.  A sharp velocity contrast exists from 400 m/s to 1500 m/s at a depth of 4m.  A sharp 
velocity contrast also exists between the 1500 m/s contour and 2000 m/s contour. An area of velocities near 1500 m/s is located between 0-30 m and at a 
depth between 3-10 m. 
 
East West 
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2.6.3.2.2. Tomogram Results 
Lines 1 and Line 2 are located close to MBMG monitoring wells.  The drill logs for the 
MBMG monitoring wells were used as geologic constraints for interpreting seismic velocities on 
the tomograms.  The refraction tomograms for Line 1 (Figure 37) and Line 2 (Figure 38) exhibit 
a sharp velocity contrast from 400 m\s to 2000 m\s at a depth of 4 m which is consistent with the 
boundary between the alluvium and limestone bedrock in MBMG well log lithology.  Both 
tomograms were interpreted as two layers with a top layer of dry alluvium with velocity of 400 
m/s and a second layer of weathered limestone with a velocity of 2000 m/s at a depth of 4 m.   
The tomogram of Line 3 is of particular interest, because unlike the other two lines, Line 
3 has a sharp velocity contrast near the 1500 m/s contour which could be indicative of a water 
table (Figure 39Figure 39).  The sharp velocity contrast from the 500 m/s to the 1500 m/s 
velocity contours spans the entire tomogram at a depth of ~ 4m, which is the depth to the 
bedrock contact on MBMG well logs and the refraction tomograms of Lines 1 and 2.  On the 
west end of the Line 3 tomogram is a large, lower velocity area 30 m wide and between 3-10 m 
below the surface.  The west end of Line 3 was closest to the borehole drilled by the Department 
of Transportation that found a void between 11 m and 15 m within the limestone (Figure 12).  
The velocity values are within the range of groundwater, 1500 to 1800 m/s, so the area was 
interpreted as a saturated karst feature.  
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Figure 37:  The dark grey vertical line represents the MBMG monitoring well LGN3’s location near the tomogram.  Interpretation of the refraction 
tomogram for Line 1 shows a top layer of 400 m/s and is interpreted as dry alluvium.  The second layer starting at 4 m depth, which is consistent with 
the well logs from the MBMG, has a velocity of 2000 m/s and is interpreted as limestone.  (LGN3 extends past the bottom of tomogram.) 
East West 
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Figure 38: The dark grey vertical line represents the MBMG monitoring well LGN1’s location near the tomogram. LGN1 is deeper than the tomogram 
and would extend past the bottom of the tomogram.    Interpretation of the refraction tomogram for Line 2 shows a top layer of dry alluvium with a 
velocity of 400 m/s and second layer of weathered limestone with a velocity of 2000 m/s reached at a depth of 4 m. (LGN1 extends past bottom of 
tomogram.) 
 
North  South  
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Figure 39:  The interpretation of the 2-Layer refraction tomogram of Line 3.  Unlike the other two lines, Line 3 has a sharp velocity contrast near the 
1500 m/s contour which could indicate water table.  The sharp velocity contrast from the 500 m/s to the 1500 m/s velocity contours spans the entire 
tomogram at a depth of ~ 4m, which is the depth to the bedrock contact on MBMG well logs and the refraction tomograms of Lines 1 and 2.  On the 
west end of the Line 3 tomogram a large lower velocity area 30 m wide and between 3-10 m below the surface was interpreted as a saturated karst 
feature.  
East West 
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3. Hand Sample Testing  
Samples of weathered limestone were collected from four locations on outcrops within 
the study area.  Their GPS locations are shown in Figure 40.   
 
Figure 40:  Red dots represent the 4 locations that samples were collected projected on the surface geology at 
Logan (Vuke, Lonn, Berg, & Schmidt, 2014).  (See map legend for Figure 11.)  Green circles with numbers 
represent MBMG monitoring well deep-shallow pairs.  The Cambrian symbol Є could not be typed in 
ArcGIS and is represented instead by the ^ symbol both in the legend and on the map. 
 
The four samples collected were heavily weathered and showed moderate jointing and 
fracturing over their surfaces.  Each sample was identified as limestone and the description of 
each sample is given in Table VI.  Several different cores were cut from the samples for Sample 
Core Induction Potential (SCIP) Testing and Ultrasonic Testing.   
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Table VI: Sample Descriptions 
Sample Identification Description 
1 Dunbar Creek 
Member 
medium grey limestone with visible veins and very small vugs 
2 Lodgepole 
Limestone 
lighter grey limestone with microcrystalline grain size and thin veinlets  
3 Jefferson Formation dark grey, vuggy limestone with high H2S smell and calcite veins 
4 Jefferson Formation  dark grey, vuggy limestone with high H2S smell and calcite veins 
 
 Sample Core Induction Potential (SCIP) Testing 
Resistivity testing was conducted on hand samples to determine the resistivity values of 
bedrock limestone in the study area and aid in determining which layer or layers of limestone 
could be identified on the resistivity profiles.  Resistivity core testing was conducted using the 
Sample Core Induction Potential Tester (SCIP) manufactured by Instrumentation GDD 
Incorporated.   
3.1.1. SCIP Background 
The electrical resistivity of a sample can be determined by passing a known electrical 
current through a brine saturated core sample and measuring the voltage drop across the entire 
core sample or across a selected length of the core sample.  Knowing the value of the current and 
the potential difference, the resistance is obtained by Ohms law.  With resistance determined, the 
resistivity can be calculated from the geometry of the core sample by the relationship:   
𝝆 =
∆𝑬
𝑰
 
𝑨
𝑳
 
(20) 
 
where  
𝜌 –the resistance for the sample (Ωm),  
∆𝐸 –the potential difference across the sample (V).  
𝐼 – the current flowing through the sample (A),  
𝐴 – The cross-sectional area of the sample perpendicular to the current flow (m2),  
𝐿- The length of the sample (m).   
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The SCIP testing apparatus consists of a core holding apparatus, SCIP tester, and field 
computer (Figure 41).  The core holding apparatus has a movable rod between the two 
receptacles so it can hold various lengths of core.  The two receptacles house electrodes 
consisting of a copper disc with stainless steel bolts.  Banana clips are inserted into the bolts to 
connect the electrodes to the SCIP tester.  Cellulose sponges saturated in copper (II) sulfide are 
placed at both ends of the core before insertion in between the copper disk electrodes in the 
testing apparatus to ensure good coupling between the sample and the flat copper electrodes.  A 
current is induced by the electrodes and the resistivity of the sample is calculated by a field 
handheld computer.  The field computer operating system is Windows Embedded Handheld 6.5 
Professional.   
 
 
 (GDD INC.) 
 
Figure 41:  The SCIP Tester used to determine the resistivity of the core samples. 
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3.1.2. Sample Core Induction Potential Survey Design 
 To infuse the cores with brine, the air within the dried cores pore spaces needed to be 
evacuated and replaced with brine.  The cores were placed in a sealed bell jar attached to a 
vacuum pump to create a reduced pressure chamber to remove air from the pore spaces.  The 
cores were in the vacuum chamber for two days.  Next, the dried core samples were infused with 
water collected from a well located near the MBMG monitoring wells by keeping the bell jar 
sealed, placing the vacuum tubing into the water sample and then releasing the seal on the 
tubing.  To ensure the pore space in the samples were filled with water, the samples were left to 
soak three days.  Meanwhile, the cellulose sponges were soaked in a saturated solution of copper 
(II) sulfate for two days.  Excess water was removed from the core sample with a paper towel 
before each core sample was placed into the core holders.  The SCIP testing was started after 
contact resistance became stable.  The readings were stacked 20 times to ensure reproducibility 
of the current values.  Each sample was tested four times on two days, and the average resistivity 
calculated using the core sample’s length and diameter.  The core sample parameters and results 
from the SCIP testing are shown in Appendix C.   
3.1.3. SCIP Testing Analysis 
The core samples with their resistivity values and the rock units they represent are shown 
in Table VII.   
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Table VII: The hand sample resistivities and the rock units they represent. 
Hand Sample Resistivity Testing Results 
Sample Identification Average Resistivity (Ωm) Standard Deviation(Ωm) 
1 Dunbar Creek Member 777 51 
2 Short Lodgepole Limestone 433 65 
2 Long Lodgepole Limestone 540 214 
3 Jefferson Formation 2324 820 
4 Jefferson Formation 2861 1082 
 
The results of the testing show that the least resistive cores, having average resistivity of 433 Ωm 
and 540 Ωm, were from Sample 2, Lodgepole Limestone.  Sample 1, Dunbar Creek limestone, 
had an average resistivity of 777 Ωm.  The Jefferson Formation samples, Sample 3 and Sample 
4, had considerably higher average resistivity of 2324 Ωm and 2861 Ωm.   
The resistivity results all fall within the resistivity range of weathered limestone, which is 
100 Ωm to 10,000 Ωm as shown in Figure 42 (Loke, Tutorial: 2-D and 3-D electrical imaging 
surveys, 2014).  Sedimentary rocks, which are usually more porous and have higher water 
content, normally have lower resistivity values compared to igneous and metamorphic rocks.  
The resistivity values range from 10 to about 10000 Ωm, with most values below 1000 Ωm.  The 
resistivity values are largely dependent on the porosity of the rocks and the salinity of the 
contained water (Loke, Tutorial: 2-D and 3-D electrical imaging surveys, 2014).  The resistivity 
of groundwater varies from 10 to 100 Ωm depending on the concentration of dissolved salts (Loke, 
Tutorial: 2-D and 3-D electrical imaging surveys, 2014).   
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 (Loke, Tutorial:  2-D and 3-D electrical imaging surveys, 2014.) 
Figure 42:  The chart above shows the resistivity ranges of common rocks, soils and minerals.  The left end of 
the red bar represents more saturated material and the right represents drier material.  Limestone has a 
range from 50-1,500 Ωm and alluvium has a range from 10-900 Ωm.  There is a large overlap between the 
common resistivity range of dry alluvium and wet limestone which makes interpretation complicated. 
Hand S 
3.1.4. SCIP Testing Results 
The inversion model of resistivity Profile 1 (Figure 23) shows interpreted limestone 
bedrock between 400-700 Ωm.  Sample 2 Short had a resistivity of 433 Ωm and Sample 2 Long 
had a resistivity of 540Ωm, which correlate to the resistivity range of interpreted limestone in 
Profile 1.  Sample 2 was from an outcrop identified as Lodgepole Limestone.  Looking at the 
surface geologic map we can infer that the Lodgepole Limestone at one time would have 
extended into the valley at Logan and be subjected to erosion by the Gallatin River.  The lower 
portion of Profile 1 has an area of higher resistivity which was originally categorized within the 
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resistivity range of limestone with shale.  This high resistivity area has a range of between 1000-
15000 Ωm.  The sample with the closest resistivity to this range is the Jefferson Formation.  On 
the stratigraphic column, the Jefferson Formation is below the Lodgepole Limestone.  A sample 
of the Three Forks Formation that is between the Lodgepole and Jefferson Formation on the 
geologic timescale was not obtainable.  The Jefferson formation is present on both sides of the 
valley where the Three Forks Formation is pinched out and is only present to the north of the 
river.  It is likely that the Jefferson Formation could be represented in the lower portion of Profile 
1, but I cannot eliminate the possibility that it could be the Three Forks Formation.   
The inversion model of resistivity Profile 2 (Figure 24) has values of 400 to 700 Ωm, 
similar to Profile1.  Again, the bedrock resistivity values correlate well with Lodgepole 
Limestone SCIP values.  It is interesting that Profile1 and 2 are both parallel to dip but only the 
model of Profile 1 shows the lower limestone formation.   
The inversion model of resistivity Profile 3 (Figure 25) has much lower resistivity values 
than any of the resistivity values found in the SCIP testing and shows a low resistivity anomaly.  
We hypothesize that the limestone around this low resistivity area is saturated and weathered 
which adds to the difficulty in comparing the core samples to the subsurface model.  Lodgepole 
Limestone has the lowest resistivity value and is most likely the limestone present in this model.   
 
 Sample Core Elastic Properties (Ultrasonic Tests) Test  
Elastic property tests also were performed to determine the velocity values of potential 
bedrock limestone in the study area and aid in determining which layer or layers of limestone are 
represented in the seismic refraction tomograms.  The P-wave and S-wave velocities of each 
rock sample were determined from cores using the GCTS ULT-100 Untrasonic Velocity Test 
System.   
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3.2.1. Elastic Properties Test Background 
Materials in subsurface formations are not purely elastic, but in reality are attenuative and 
dispersive.  Seismic velocity and attenuation depend on many rock properties including 
minerology, porosity and microstructure.  The ULT-100 system Figure 43) measures the velocity 
and attenuation in core samples.  The system uses a fast-acting pulser that provides excitation to 
the ultrasonic sensor and an analog-to-digital converter for storing the resulting waveform 
signals (GCTS Testing Systems, n.d.).  The system consists of two platens, the GCTS unit and 
the GCTS CATS software.  Core samples are positioned between transmitting and receiving 
transducers (platens) and the travel time of ultrasonic (50 kHz to 10 MHz) energy through the 
core sample is measured using waveform analysis within the GCTS CATS software environment 
(GCTS Testing Systems, n.d.).   
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 (GCTS Testing Systems, n.d.) 
Figure 43:  The GCTS ULT-100 Untrasonic Velocity Test System used to determine P-wave and S-wave 
velocities for each rock sample. 
 
3.2.2. Elastic Properties Test Survey Design 
The “through transmission” method was used to create a waveform for each core sample.  
This method uses a platen on both ends of a dry core sample, one as a transducer and the other as 
a receiver.  The transmitting transducer is connected to a pulser to generate ultrasonic energy 
pulses that travel through the core sample.  The receiving transducer is connected to an amplifier 
to increase the received voltage for recording and velocity and attenuation analysis.  The 
waveform is sent to the GCTS CATS software where the first arrival time breaks were manually 
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picked for both P-waves and S-waves for each sample.  Samples used in the elastic properties 
test are from the same outcrop as the samples used in the SCIP test.   
3.2.3. Elastic Properties Analysis 
The results of the P-wave and S-wave velocities from the elastic properties test along 
with the identification of the source rock can be found in Table VIII.  The waveforms produced 
from the Ultrasonic tests and the first break picks are shown in Appendix C.   
Table VIII: The P-wave and S-wave velocities from the elastic properties test with the identification of the 
source rock. 
Elastic Properties Testing 
Sample Identification P-wave velocity (m/s) S-wave velocity (m/s) 
1A Dunbar Creek Member 1446 1049 
1B Dunbar Creek Member 1472 942 
1C Dunbar Creek Member 1288 858 
2 Lodgepole Limestone 3380 2083 
3 Jefferson Limestone 3809 2770 
4 Jefferson Limestone 3021 2755 
 
The testing procedure also determined various properties of each sample including:  Poisson’s 
ratio, Modulus of Elasticity, Bulk Modulus, and Shear Modulus.  These values and results for 
each sample are shown in Appendix C.   
3.2.4.  Elastic Properties Results 
 The three Dunbar Creek cores had the slowest P-wave velocities with a range of 1280 -
1475 m/s.  The Lodepole and Jefferson limestones showed an overlapping P-wave velocity 
range, both having velocities between 3000 m/s to 3800 m/s.   
 The 2-Layer model of Line 1 (Figure 28) shows layer two P-wave velocity at 2555 m/s 
and Line 2 (Figure 29) has a velocity of 2719 m/s.  The layer 2 velocities for Lines 1 and 2 are 
similar to the P-wave values for both the Lodgepole and Jefferson Limestone in the elastic tests.  
In the 2-Layer model for Line 3 (Figure 30), the second layer has a velocity of 1819 m/s which is 
closest to the Dunbar Creek Member but not enough to definitively characterize the limestone 
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within the subsurface at area of Line 3 as Dunbar Creek.  Also, a velocity near 1800 m/s could 
also be due to water table refraction instead of limestone.   
 The refraction tomograms (Figures 37, 38 and 39) for all three lines gave a range of 
velocities between 2200-3200 m/s which was interpreted as limestone bedrock.  All of the 
limestone samples have P-wave velocities close to the interpreted limestone values found in the 
tomograms.  Because the amount of weathering the bedrock and outcrop samples underwent can 
greatly affect its seismic velocity, the P-wave values of the samples from the three layers are too 
similar to identify bedrock as any specific unit.    
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4. Discussion 
We used shallow electromagnetic techniques to ensure that civil infrastructure, such as 
pipelines, would not influence the electrical methods.  The SP map south of the river, within the 
valley, showed an increase of cations towards the river suggesting that water flow is towards the 
river.  The greatest cation-anion difference was within the floodplain as expected.  The SP maps 
from the limestone cliff north of the river exhibit an increase in cations following the dip of the 
overturned syncline rather than down the face of the cliff.  The data suggest that the preferential 
flow path on the north side of the river follows the dip of the local topography.   
Electrical tomography models for Profile 1 and Profile 2 showed uniform resistivity 
values and no evidence for a water table.  The driller logs from MBMG monitoring wells were 
used as geologic constraints for interpreting the top layer as dry alluvium and the second layer as 
limestone bedrock.  The electrical tomography model of Profile 3 shows a 50 m wide resistivity 
low that starts at the same depth as the potentiometric surface and extends to the bottom of the 
profile (40m).  This low resistivity could signify a saturated area within the limestone.  Profile 3 
is the closest profile, less than 650 m, from the borehole drilled by the Department of 
Transportation that found a void between 11 m and 15 m within limestone.  From analysis of the 
surface geologic map and the bend of the river it is likely that Profile 3 could lie within a 
paleochannel of the Gallatin River, which may have caused additional erosion of alluvial fill and 
bedrock.  Additional erosion creates an ideal scenario for karst formation.  Resistivity values of 
water samples from the aquifer were calculated using TDS from water quality analysis from 
three MBMG monitoring wells.  The resistivity values were comparable to the values of the 
resistivity low in Profile 3 suggesting that the resistivity low could be interpreted as water-
influenced.   
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The 2-layer refraction models for all three lines confirm that depth to bedrock is 4 m as 
found in driller logs.  Models for Line1 and Line 2, the lines closest to the river, show flat 
bedrock which is characteristic of floodplain settings.  In both 2-layer models, the first layer has 
a velocity of approximately 400 m/s which is considerably lower than the velocity of water 
(1500 to 1800 m/s).  After comparison with the geology from MBMG monitoring wells, the first 
layer in the 2-layer models was interpreted as dry alluvium.  The velocity for the second layer for 
Line 1 and Line 2 is higher, 2600 to 2700 m/s, which was interpreted as weathered limestone.  
Both 2-layer models for Line 1and 2 fail to indicate presence of refraction from a water table.  
The first layer of the 2-layer model for Line 3, the line farthest from the river, was again 
interpreted as unsaturated alluvial fill.  The second layer velocity for Line 3 was lower than the 
velocities found for the other two models, ~1800 m/s, which is within the velocity range of a 
water table refraction.  The 2-layer model of Line 3 agreed with the findings from Profile 3 that 
the second layer has a water table.   
For interpretation of the refraction tomograms for the three seismic lines, drill logs from 
MBMG monitoring wells were used as geologic constraints. The refraction tomogram for Line 1 
(Figure 37) and Line 2 (Figure 38) have a sharp velocity contrast from 400 m\s to 2000 m\s at a 
depth of 4 m which is consistent with the boundary between the alluvium and limestone bedrock 
in MBMG well log lithology.  Both tomograms were interpreted as two layers with a top layer of 
dry alluvium with velocity 400 m/s and a second layer of weathered limestone with velocity 
2000 m/s at depth 4 m.  The tomogram of Line 3 (Figure 39) is of particular interest, because 
unlike the other two lines, Line 3 had a sharp velocity contrast near the 1500 m/s contour which 
could represent water table.  The sharp velocity contrast from the 500 m/s to the 1500 m/s 
velocity contours spans the entire tomogram at a depth of ~ 4m, which is the depth to the 
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bedrock contact on MBMG well logs and the refraction tomograms of Lines 1 and 2.  On the 
west end of the Line 3 tomogram, a large lower velocity area 30 m wide and between 3-10 m 
below the surface can be seen. The west end of Line 3 is closest to the borehole drilled by the 
Department of Transportation that found a void between 11 m and 15 m suggesting a similar 
interpretation for the lower velocity zone.   
Core samples from local outcrops were used in Sample Core Induction Potential tests and 
Sample Core Elastic Properties Test.  Samples were collected from four locations and included 
Dunbar Creek, Lodgepole Limestone and Jefferson Formation units.  The resistivity values found 
in the SCIP tests were compared to the electrical tomography profiles and suggest that the 
limestone in Profile 1 and Profile 2 is likely not Dunbar Creek.  The inability to attain an outcrop 
sample from the Three Forks formation that is between the Lodgepole and Jefferson units in the 
stratigraphic column makes identification of the bedrock unit/s represented in the profiles 
difficult.  The lack of variation in the P-wave values found in the elastic properties tests from the 
outcrop samples also made it difficult to identify the exact limestone unit or units represented in 
the seismic models. 
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5. Conclusions 
The 2-layer refraction models and refraction tomograms agree with MBMG well logs and 
confirm a shallow depth to bedrock of 4 m.  Electrical resistivity inversion results, 2-layer 
refraction models and refraction tomograms suggest that the tertiary alluvium near the river is 
not saturated and has little water content.  Refraction tomography, 2-layer refraction models and 
resistivity tomograms near the south side the river show flat bedrock decreasing the possibility 
that a dipping trend exists large enough to cause water from surrounding areas to flow into the 
Gallatin River.  SP data suggest that the preferential flow path on the south side of the river is 
toward the river, but on the north side of the river, SP data suggest water flows with the dip of 
the limestone cliff and not towards the river.  Thus Logan is not the pinch-point of the Gallatin 
Watershed as previously postulated because the preferential flow path of water on either side of 
the river would be towards the river and also because tertiary alluvium in the floodplain is 
unsaturated.   
The refraction tomogram, 2-layered refraction model and electrical resitivity tomogram 
within the floodplain show characteristics of saturated karstic limestone.  Karst-like limestone 
was encountered in a borehole near the floodplain test site and all three limestone units that 
comprise the subsurface of the valley at Logan can have a karstic nature.   
The location of the pinch-point could be upstream from the canyon at Logan which 
would require additional surveys to test.  The lack of saturation in the alluvial fill near the river 
could be due to underflow being restricted to the alluvium underlying the riverbed as suggested 
by Hackett (1955).  Testing the alluvium underlying the riverbed would be impossible with the 
geophysical methods available.  The karstic nature of the limestone bedrock combined with 
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multiple faults on both sides of the valley creates a likely scenario that groundwater could be 
channeled deeper within the limestone by large karst features.  
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Appendix A: MBMG Well Data 
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GWIC well Log for Logan LGN1 
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GWIC well log for Logan LGN2 
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GWIC well log for Logan LGN3 
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GWIC well log for Logan LGN4 
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Calculations for Vertical Hydralic Gradient using Logan LGN1 and Logan LGN4.   
Well Date Static Water Level(ft) Measuring Point Altitude (ft)  Casing Depth(ft)  
Logan LGN1 5/7/2013 38.26 4107.242 220 
Logan LGN4 5/7/2013 38.53 4106.345 69 
 
Calculate difference in Hydraulic Gradient Heads:  
𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠 =  𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 –  𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙  
Logan LGN1: 4107.242𝑓𝑡 −  38.26𝑓𝑡 =  4068.982𝑓𝑡 
Logan LGN4: 4106.345𝑓𝑡 −  38.53𝑓𝑡 =  4067.815𝑓𝑡 
 
 
Calculate Vertical Hydraulic Gradient: 
𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠 
𝑉𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
 =
∆ℎ
∆𝑙
=  
(4068.982𝑓𝑡 −  40673815𝑓𝑡)
(220𝑓𝑡 –  69𝑓𝑡)
=  
1.167𝑓𝑡
151𝑓𝑡
=  0.00772848 
 
 
Calculate Horizontal Hydraulic Gradient:  
𝐻𝑦𝑑𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑖𝑐 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠 
𝐻𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒
 =
∆ℎ
∆𝑙
=  
(4068.982𝑓𝑡 −  40673815𝑓𝑡)
(10𝑓𝑡)
=  
1.167𝑓𝑡
10𝑓𝑡
=  0.1167 
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Water Quality Report for Logan LGN 1  
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Water Quality Report for Logan LGN 3 
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Water Quality Report for Logan LGN4 
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Location of the bridge for the Montana Rail Link overpass at Logan by the Montana Department of 
Transportation where a borehole noted the presence of a karst-like void underlying the limestone. 
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Bridge layout schematics for the Montana Rail Link overpass at Logan by the Montana Department of 
Transportation that show the borehole that notes the presence of a karst-like void underlying the limestone. 
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The drill log of the borehole that notes the presence of a karst-like void underlying the limestone, 
continued on next page. 
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Borehole 3095M drilled for the Montana Department of Transportation for the Montana Rail Link overpass 
at Logan.  Under the drilling remarks at the end of the log, red box, the driller noted that limestone ends at 
11.6m with a softer undetermined material or void underlying the limestone.    
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Appendix B: GPS Data 
Leica GPS Data: 
GPS DATA Day 1 
GPS 
ID Latitude Longitude Elevation SP ID Easting Northing 
1 45.88693 -111.429 1236.267 base 466648.4 5081575 
2 45.88719 -111.43 1237.035 1 466648.8 5081604 
3 45.88721 -111.43 1235.732 2 466656.9 5081606 
4 45.88723 -111.43 1235.928 3 466668.2 5081608 
5 45.88726 -111.43 1233.245 4 466674.1 5081611 
6 45.88728 -111.429 1236.472 5 466683.7 5081613 
7 45.8873 -111.429 1235.969 6 466692 5081616 
8 45.88732 -111.429 1236.605 7 466698.8 5081618 
9 45.88734 -111.429 1236.464 8 466705.8 5081620 
10 45.88737 -111.429 1236.705 9 466712.6 5081623 
11 45.88738 -111.429 1238.959 10 466718.3 5081625 
12 45.88743 -111.429 1237.438 11 466727.7 5081630 
13 45.8875 -111.429 1237.977 12 466740.2 5081637 
14 45.8875 -111.429 1239.59 13 466747.6 5081637 
15 45.88751 -111.428 1239.687 14 466755.1 5081638 
16 45.88755 -111.428 1242.669 15 466761.1 5081643 
17 45.88758 -111.428 1237.811 16 466770 5081647 
18 45.88761 -111.428 1239.565 17 466776.9 5081650 
19 45.88762 -111.428 1239.602 18 466785.6 5081651 
20 45.88765 -111.428 1238.2 19 466795 5081654 
21 45.88766 -111.428 1238.644 20 466803.9 5081655 
22 45.88769 -111.428 1237.738 21 466811.9 5081658 
23 45.88771 -111.428 1238.749 22 466821.6 5081660 
24 45.88773 -111.428 1239.175 23 466830.5 5081663 
25 45.88762 -111.428 1239.121 24 466828.3 5081650 
26 45.88758 -111.428 1240.065 25 466818.1 5081646 
27 45.88756 -111.428 1238.246 26 466809.2 5081643 
28 45.88754 -111.428 1238.845 27 466799.8 5081641 
29 45.8875 -111.428 1237.976 28 466791 5081637 
30 45.88748 -111.428 1239.341 29 466781.8 5081635 
31 45.88746 -111.428 1238.287 30 466772.1 5081633 
32 45.88744 -111.428 1237.59 31 466762.4 5081630 
33 45.88742 -111.428 1238.134 32 466753.1 5081629 
34 45.88741 -111.429 1237.492 33 466744.4 5081627 
35 45.88738 -111.429 1238.197 34 466736.3 5081624 
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36 45.88735 -111.429 1238.029 35 466727.8 5081621 
37 45.88732 -111.429 1238.323 36 466719 5081617 
38 45.88728 -111.429 1238.478 37 466711 5081613 
39 45.88723 -111.429 1237.546 38 466702.7 5081607 
40 45.8872 -111.429 1238.006 39 466693.7 5081604 
41 45.88717 -111.429 1238.032 40 466684.6 5081601 
42 45.88714 -111.429 1238.124 41 466676 5081598 
43 45.88711 -111.43 1238.02 42 466666.1 5081595 
44 45.88708 -111.43 1237.692 43 466656.6 5081591 
45 45.88698 -111.43 1239.225 44 466650.9 5081580 
46 45.88702 -111.43 1238.481 45 466664 5081585 
47 45.88705 -111.43 1237.152 46 466674.7 5081587 
48 45.88708 -111.429 1238.472 47 466685.3 5081591 
49 45.88713 -111.429 1238.015 48 466696.4 5081596 
50 45.88715 -111.429 1238.322 49 466706.6 5081599 
51 45.88719 -111.429 1238.062 50 466718.8 5081604 
52 45.88722 -111.429 1238.074 51 466728 5081606 
53 45.88725 -111.429 1237.533 52 466736.2 5081610 
54 45.88725 -111.429 1237.737 53 466745.3 5081609 
55 45.88726 -111.428 1237.642 54 466754.1 5081611 
56 45.88727 -111.428 1237.551 55 466763.9 5081612 
57 45.88727 -111.428 1237.931 56 466773.2 5081612 
58 45.88729 -111.428 1238.204 57 466784.3 5081614 
59 45.88732 -111.428 1238.801 58 466793.9 5081617 
60 45.8874 -111.428 1237.631 59 466803.3 5081625 
61 45.88741 -111.428 1237.697 60 466812.6 5081627 
62 45.88742 -111.428 1237.823 61 466822.2 5081628 
63 45.88744 -111.427 1238.098 62 466832.7 5081631 
64 45.88733 -111.427 1237.788 63 466835.1 5081618 
65 45.88731 -111.428 1237.598 64 466825.1 5081616 
66 45.88729 -111.428 1237.745 65 466813.1 5081614 
67 45.88725 -111.428 1237.295 66 466801 5081609 
68 45.88721 -111.428 1237.256 67 466786.1 5081605 
69 45.88717 -111.428 1237.583 68 466772.1 5081600 
70 45.88715 -111.428 1237.057 69 466762.4 5081598 
71 45.88713 -111.428 1236.859 70 466753.8 5081596 
72 45.8871 -111.429 1236.886 71 466743.1 5081593 
73 45.88707 -111.429 1236.949 72 466734.8 5081590 
74 45.88706 -111.429 1237.15 73 466726.1 5081588 
75 45.88705 -111.429 1237.19 74 466716.1 5081587 
76 45.88702 -111.429 1237.244 75 466707.2 5081585 
119 
77 45.887 -111.429 1237.314 76 466697.3 5081582 
78 45.88699 -111.429 1237.304 77 466688.3 5081581 
79 45.88695 -111.429 1237.037 78 466677.7 5081577 
80 45.88693 -111.43 1236.886 79 466670.1 5081575 
81 45.88691 -111.43 1236.777 80 466660.8 5081573 
82 45.88689 -111.43 1236.975 81 466652.1 5081570 
83 45.8868 -111.43 1236.563 82 466654.9 5081560 
84 45.88681 -111.43 1236.19 83 466664.6 5081561 
85 45.88683 -111.43 1236.596 84 466674.3 5081564 
86 45.88686 -111.429 1236.306 85 466683.8 5081566 
87 45.88688 -111.429 1236.191 86 466693.9 5081569 
88 45.8869 -111.429 1235.969 87 466703.7 5081571 
89 45.88693 -111.429 1236.388 88 466713.3 5081574 
90 45.88694 -111.429 1236.352 89 466723.4 5081576 
91 45.88698 -111.429 1235.583 90 466733.3 5081579 
92 45.88699 -111.429 1236.969 91 466743.5 5081581 
93 45.887 -111.429 1236.295 92 466752.3 5081582 
94 45.88702 -111.428 1236.329 93 466761 5081584 
95 45.88705 -111.428 1236.82 94 466769.3 5081587 
96 45.88706 -111.428 1236.64 95 466778.6 5081589 
97 45.88708 -111.428 1236.492 96 466787.6 5081591 
98 45.88711 -111.428 1237.02 97 466795.4 5081594 
99 45.88712 -111.428 1236.659 98 466804.9 5081595 
100 45.88715 -111.428 1237.257 99 466814.4 5081598 
101 45.88717 -111.428 1237.316 100 466824.4 5081600 
102 45.88719 -111.427 1237.247 101 466833 5081602 
103 45.8872 -111.427 1237.468 102 466840.4 5081604 
104 45.88711 -111.427 1237.82 103 466840.8 5081593 
105 45.88709 -111.427 1238.413 104 466831.9 5081591 
106 45.88707 -111.428 1237.315 105 466822.2 5081589 
107 45.88705 -111.428 1237.206 106 466811.9 5081587 
108 45.88704 -111.428 1236.043 107 466802 5081586 
109 45.88702 -111.428 1235.803 108 466793.1 5081584 
110 45.887 -111.428 1236.395 109 466783.2 5081582 
111 45.88697 -111.428 1236.969 110 466771.7 5081578 
112 45.88695 -111.428 1236.334 111 466761.9 5081577 
113 45.88695 -111.429 1236.331 112 466751.5 5081576 
114 45.88692 -111.429 1236.808 113 466740.2 5081573 
115 45.88689 -111.429 1236.714 114 466728.8 5081570 
116 45.88687 -111.429 1236.441 115 466719.4 5081567 
117 45.88685 -111.429 1236.761 116 466709.5 5081565 
120 
118 45.88682 -111.429 1236.018 117 466699.4 5081562 
119 45.8868 -111.429 1236.112 118 466690 5081560 
120 45.88677 -111.429 1235.092 119 466680.5 5081557 
121 45.88675 -111.43 1235.672 120 466669.4 5081555 
122 45.88673 -111.43 1235.462 121 466659.5 5081552 
123 45.88662 -111.43 1235.36 122 466662.6 5081540 
124 45.88664 -111.43 1235.488 123 466673.2 5081543 
125 45.88667 -111.429 1235.041 124 466683.6 5081545 
126 45.88669 -111.429 1235.166 125 466693.6 5081548 
127 45.88672 -111.429 1235.234 126 466703.9 5081551 
128 45.88674 -111.429 1234.374 127 466714 5081553 
129 45.88676 -111.429 1235.663 128 466724.3 5081555 
130 45.88678 -111.429 1235.466 129 466733.8 5081558 
131 45.88681 -111.429 1235.717 130 466744 5081560 
132 45.88683 -111.428 1235.96 131 466754.4 5081563 
133 45.88686 -111.428 1235.815 132 466764.8 5081566 
134 45.88688 -111.428 1235.486 133 466776.9 5081569 
135 45.8869 -111.428 1235.425 134 466786.6 5081571 
136 45.88694 -111.428 1236.088 135 466796.8 5081575 
137 45.88696 -111.428 1235.342 136 466808.3 5081578 
138 45.88699 -111.428 1235.704 137 466818.4 5081580 
139 45.887 -111.428 1234.873 138 466828.2 5081582 
140 45.88704 -111.427 1235.468 139 466842.7 5081586 
141 45.8867 -111.429 1235.326 140 466744.2 5081548 
142 45.88667 -111.429 1235.006 141 466734.5 5081545 
143 45.88664 -111.429 1234.477 142 466725.4 5081542 
144 45.88661 -111.429 1234.79 143 466716.1 5081539 
145 45.88658 -111.429 1234.921 144 466706.9 5081536 
146 45.88655 -111.429 1234.905 145 466697.2 5081533 
147 45.88652 -111.429 1234.323 146 466687.6 5081529 
148 45.8865 -111.429 1234.092 147 466678.5 5081526 
149 45.88647 -111.43 1234.888 148 466670.7 5081523 
150 45.88644 -111.43 1234.503 149 466662 5081520 
 
GPS DATA Day 2  
GPS 
ID latitude Longitude elevation 
SP 
ID Easting Northing 
1 45.88665 -111.4379351 1235.317 Base 466021.5 5081546 
2 45.88608 -111.4348385 1235.371 1 466261.4 5081482 
3 45.88611 -111.435052 1234.87 2 466244.8 5081485 
4 45.88615 -111.4352521 1235.18 3 466229.3 5081489 
121 
5 45.8862 -111.4354587 1235.744 4 466213.3 5081495 
6 45.88626 -111.4356677 1235.503 5 466197.2 5081501 
7 45.88632 -111.4359165 1235.561 6 466177.9 5081508 
8 45.88636 -111.4360999 1235.262 7 466163.7 5081513 
9 45.8864 -111.4363231 1235.278 8 466146.4 5081517 
10 45.88643 -111.4365433 1235.287 9 466129.3 5081521 
11 45.88646 -111.4367342 1235.787 10 466114.5 5081524 
12 45.88653 -111.4369346 1235.888 11 466099 5081532 
13 45.88659 -111.4371193 1235.78 12 466084.7 5081539 
14 45.88666 -111.4373022 1235.885 13 466070.6 5081547 
15 45.88672 -111.4374854 1235.845 14 466056.4 5081554 
16 45.88675 -111.4376701 1235.628 15 466042.1 5081558 
17 45.88682 -111.4378697 1235.512 16 466026.6 5081565 
18 45.88687 -111.4380801 1235.42 17 466010.3 5081570 
19 45.88669 -111.4381415 1235.165 18 466005.5 5081551 
20 45.8866 -111.4377603 1235.32 19 466035 5081540 
21 45.88654 -111.4375481 1235.317 20 466051.4 5081533 
22 45.88649 -111.4373596 1235.316 21 466066 5081528 
23 45.88645 -111.437168 1235.35 22 466080.9 5081523 
24 45.88639 -111.4369678 1235.404 23 466096.4 5081517 
25 45.88635 -111.4367849 1235.29 24 466110.5 5081513 
26 45.88631 -111.4365936 1235.012 25 466125.3 5081507 
27 45.88626 -111.4363787 1234.692 26 466142 5081502 
28 45.88622 -111.4361801 1234.84 27 466157.4 5081498 
29 45.88618 -111.4360042 1234.994 28 466171 5081493 
30 45.88613 -111.4358033 1235.014 29 466186.6 5081488 
31 45.88609 -111.435602 1235.068 30 466202.1 5081482 
32 45.88605 -111.4354218 1235.238 31 466216.1 5081479 
33 45.88597 -111.435651 1235.287 32 466198.3 5081470 
34 45.88601 -111.4358406 1235.114 33 466183.6 5081474 
35 45.88605 -111.4360504 1234.972 34 466167.3 5081478 
36 45.88608 -111.4362441 1234.998 35 466152.3 5081482 
37 45.88613 -111.4364359 1234.973 36 466137.5 5081487 
38 45.88617 -111.4366299 1234.89 37 466122.4 5081492 
39 45.88622 -111.4368173 1234.756 38 466107.9 5081497 
40 45.88626 -111.4369915 1235.013 39 466094.4 5081503 
41 45.8863 -111.4371793 1235.12 40 466079.9 5081507 
42 45.88633 -111.4373703 1235.107 41 466065.1 5081511 
43 45.88636 -111.4375608 1235.068 42 466050.3 5081514 
44 45.8864 -111.4377367 1235.105 43 466036.7 5081518 
45 45.88645 -111.4379308 1235.185 44 466021.7 5081524 
122 
46 45.8865 -111.4381052 1235.106 45 466008.2 5081530 
47 45.88749 -111.4273557 1236.848 VES  466842.8 5081636 
48 45.88747 -111.427478 1236.852 VES  466833.3 5081633 
49 45.88744 -111.4276011 1236.914 VES  466823.7 5081630 
50 45.88741 -111.427724 1236.78 VES  466814.2 5081626 
51 45.88738 -111.4278478 1236.729 VES  466804.6 5081623 
52 45.88736 -111.4279695 1236.687 VES  466795.1 5081621 
53 45.88733 -111.4280932 1236.529 VES  466785.5 5081618 
54 45.8873 -111.4282168 1236.453 VES  466775.9 5081614 
55 45.88727 -111.4283403 1236.404 VES  466766.3 5081611 
56 45.88725 -111.4284633 1236.345 VES  466756.7 5081608 
57 45.88722 -111.4285861 1236.32 VES  466747.2 5081605 
58 45.88719 -111.4287115 1236.407 VES  466737.4 5081602 
59 45.88716 -111.428835 1236.288 VES  466727.8 5081599 
60 45.88714 -111.428958 1236.331 VES  466718.3 5081597 
61 45.88708 -111.4292041 1236.322 VES  466699.2 5081591 
62 45.88706 -111.4293282 1236.24 VES  466689.5 5081588 
63 45.88703 -111.4294502 1236.284 VES  466680 5081585 
64 45.887 -111.4295737 1236.357 VES  466670.4 5081582 
65 45.88697 -111.4296964 1236.355 VES  466660.9 5081579 
66 45.88695 -111.4298196 1236.545 VES  466651.3 5081576 
67 45.88366 -111.4162078 1255.64 VES  467705.5 5081205 
68 45.88534 -111.4188858 1253.645 VES  467498.7 5081393 
69 45.88596 -111.4219096 1251.905 VES  467264.5 5081463 
 
GPS DATA Day 3 
GPS ID Latitude Longitude Elevation SP ID Easting Northing 
1 45.88767 -111.431 1257.9 Base 466524.5 5081657 
2 45.88844 -111.428 1263.002 1 466773.3 5081741 
3 45.8884 -111.428 1262.115 2 466763.1 5081737 
4 45.88835 -111.429 1260.749 3 466751.4 5081731 
5 45.88831 -111.429 1260.036 4 466739 5081727 
6 45.88826 -111.429 1260.566 5 466726 5081722 
7 45.88821 -111.429 1259.529 6 466710.8 5081715 
8 45.88815 -111.429 1259.38 7 466698 5081709 
9 45.88812 -111.429 1257.475 8 466682.2 5081706 
10 45.88811 -111.43 1260.35 9 466667.8 5081704 
11 45.88807 -111.43 1258.454 10 466657.1 5081700 
12 45.88801 -111.43 1259.752 11 466647 5081694 
13 45.8879 -111.43 1257.982 12 466636 5081682 
14 45.88783 -111.43 1255.849 13 466620.6 5081674 
123 
15 45.88778 -111.43 1256.241 14 466607.5 5081668 
16 45.88774 -111.431 1255.545 15 466596.5 5081664 
17 45.88772 -111.431 1253.599 16 466585.9 5081662 
18 45.8877 -111.431 1255.608 17 466572.5 5081660 
19 45.88768 -111.431 1256.912 18 466556 5081658 
20 45.88766 -111.431 1257.047 19 466537.9 5081656 
21 45.88752 -111.432 1254.771 20 466518.5 5081640 
22 45.88739 -111.432 1252.514 21 466512.9 5081625 
23 45.88738 -111.432 1252.423 21 466513.1 5081625 
24 45.88725 -111.432 1249.742 22 466504.9 5081610 
25 45.88717 -111.432 1246.845 23 466496.8 5081601 
26 45.88714 -111.432 1243.199 24 466487.5 5081598 
27 45.88704 -111.432 1239.62 25 466472 5081588 
28 45.88698 -111.432 1238.501 26 466457 5081581 
29 45.88687 -111.433 1239.115 27 466429.1 5081568 
30 45.88682 -111.433 1238.776 28 466413.1 5081563 
31 45.88676 -111.433 1238.71 29 466398.8 5081556 
32 45.88669 -111.433 1238.427 30 466383.4 5081548 
33 45.88662 -111.433 1238.27 31 466367.6 5081541 
34 45.88655 -111.434 1238.354 32 466354.6 5081533 
35 45.88656 -111.434 1238.337 33 466341.3 5081534 
36 45.88669 -111.434 1238.36 34 466333.8 5081549 
37 45.88685 -111.434 1237.556 35 466323.3 5081567 
38 45.88696 -111.434 1240.377 36 466334.3 5081579 
39 45.88702 -111.434 1243.101 37 466346.4 5081585 
40 45.88706 -111.434 1245.098 38 466361.7 5081590 
41 45.88714 -111.433 1247.607 39 466373.8 5081598 
42 45.88722 -111.433 1249.698 40 466386.9 5081607 
43 45.8873 -111.433 1251.535 41 466402.7 5081616 
44 45.88736 -111.433 1255.127 42 466417.2 5081623 
45 45.88741 -111.433 1256.047 43 466434.3 5081629 
46 45.88751 -111.432 1253.657 44 466451.8 5081639 
47 45.88751 -111.432 1253.713 45 466470.1 5081639 
48 45.88757 -111.432 1255.034 46 466489.7 5081646 
49 45.88764 -111.432 1256.971 47 466504.3 5081654 
50 45.88775 -111.432 1259.747 48 466521.4 5081666 
51 45.88779 -111.431 1260.42 49 466536.2 5081670 
52 45.88784 -111.431 1261.432 50 466552 5081676 
53 45.88789 -111.431 1259.417 51 466569.4 5081681 
54 45.88792 -111.431 1262.123 52 466582 5081684 
55 45.88794 -111.431 1263.902 53 466595.9 5081686 
124 
56 45.88796 -111.43 1263.558 54 466609.6 5081689 
57 45.88798 -111.43 1263.74 55 466622.9 5081691 
58 45.88805 -111.43 1265.942 56 466634.9 5081699 
59 45.88817 -111.43 1267.313 57 466642.1 5081711 
60 45.88822 -111.43 1272.632 58 466634.5 5081717 
61 45.88831 -111.43 1277.168 59 466630.2 5081727 
62 45.8884 -111.43 1280.793 60 466628.1 5081738 
63 45.88851 -111.43 1285.173 61 466626.6 5081749 
64 45.88843 -111.43 1283.122 62 466615.8 5081740 
65 45.88835 -111.43 1280.137 63 466605.6 5081732 
66 45.88828 -111.431 1277.56 64 466596.2 5081724 
67 45.88819 -111.431 1273.934 65 466589.8 5081714 
68 45.88812 -111.431 1270.502 66 466580.2 5081707 
69 45.88807 -111.431 1266.977 67 466573.5 5081700 
70 45.88801 -111.431 1265.219 68 466564.1 5081695 
71 45.88795 -111.431 1265.2 69 466553.1 5081687 
72 45.88789 -111.431 1263.94 70 466539 5081681 
73 45.88788 -111.431 1263.201 71 466525.9 5081680 
74 45.88785 -111.432 1262.95 72 466510.1 5081677 
 
GPS data for seismic Line 1 and Line 2 
STN Lat Long 
1 45.88768 -111.428 
2 45.88768 -111.428 
3 45.88767 -111.428 
4 45.88767 -111.428 
5 45.88766 -111.428 
6 45.88766 -111.428 
7 45.88765 -111.428 
8 45.88765 -111.428 
9 45.88764 -111.428 
10 45.88763 -111.428 
11 45.88763 -111.428 
12 45.88763 -111.428 
13 45.88762 -111.428 
14 45.88761 -111.428 
15 45.8876 -111.428 
16 45.8876 -111.428 
17 45.8876 -111.428 
18 45.88759 -111.428 
125 
19 45.88759 -111.428 
20 45.88758 -111.428 
21 45.88758 -111.428 
22 45.88757 -111.428 
23 45.88757 -111.428 
24 45.88756 -111.428 
25 45.88764 -111.428 
26 45.88762 -111.428 
27 45.8876 -111.428 
28 45.88759 -111.428 
29 45.88757 -111.428 
30 45.88755 -111.428 
31 45.88754 -111.428 
32 45.88751 -111.428 
33 45.8875 -111.428 
34 45.88748 -111.428 
35 45.88746 -111.428 
36 45.88745 -111.428 
37 45.88743 -111.428 
38 45.88741 -111.428 
39 45.88739 -111.428 
40 45.88738 -111.428 
41 45.88736 -111.428 
42 45.88734 -111.428 
43 45.88732 -111.428 
44 45.8873 -111.428 
45 45.88729 -111.428 
46 45.88727 -111.428 
47 45.88725 -111.428 
48 45.88724 -111.428 
49 45.88722 -111.428 
50 45.8872 -111.428 
51 45.88718 -111.428 
52 45.88717 -111.428 
53 45.88715 -111.428 
54 45.88713 -111.428 
55 45.88711 -111.428 
56 45.8871 -111.428 
57 45.88708 -111.428 
58 45.88706 -111.428 
59 45.88705 -111.428 
126 
60 45.88703 -111.428 
61 45.88701 -111.428 
62 45.88699 -111.428 
63 45.88698 -111.428 
64 45.88696 -111.428 
65 45.88694 -111.428 
 
GPS data for seismic Line 3 
STN lat long elev East North 
0 45.88584 -111.432 1233.341 932038.4293 5096460.135 
1 45.88584 -111.432 1233.383 932039.3385 5096460.452 
2 45.88584 -111.432 1233.356 932040.3227 5096460.69 
3 45.88585 -111.432 1233.392 932041.1942 5096460.962 
4 45.88585 -111.432 1233.43 932042.1844 5096461.183 
5 45.88585 -111.432 1233.516 932043.2137 5096461.48 
6 45.88585 -111.432 1233.563 932044.1719 5096461.713 
7 45.88585 -111.432 1233.579 932045.0599 5096462.014 
8 45.88586 -111.432 1233.55 932046.0896 5096462.317 
9 45.88586 -111.431 1233.508 932047.0802 5096462.607 
10 45.88586 -111.431 1233.447 932048.013 5096462.866 
11 45.88586 -111.431 1233.41 932049.0179 5096463.186 
12 45.88586 -111.431 1233.429 932049.9277 5096463.412 
13 45.88586 -111.431 1233.431 932050.915 5096463.717 
14 45.88587 -111.431 1233.286 932051.8851 5096464.043 
15 45.88587 -111.431 1233.27 932052.8013 5096464.279 
16 45.88587 -111.431 1233.259 932053.8132 5096464.558 
17 45.88587 -111.431 1233.27 932054.7832 5096464.863 
18 45.88587 -111.431 1233.261 932055.7861 5096465.173 
19 45.88588 -111.431 1233.261 932056.7346 5096465.433 
20 45.88588 -111.431 1233.27 932057.6169 5096465.71 
21 45.88588 -111.431 1233.266 932058.662 5096466.016 
22 45.88588 -111.431 1233.278 932059.6026 5096466.333 
23 45.88588 -111.431 1233.32 932060.5415 5096466.623 
24 45.88589 -111.431 1233.402 932061.5703 5096466.954 
25 45.88589 -111.431 1233.403 932062.5395 5096467.206 
26 45.88589 -111.431 1233.383 932063.5338 5096467.557 
27 45.88589 -111.431 1233.408 932064.4517 5096467.846 
28 45.88589 -111.431 1233.513 932065.4456 5096468.07 
29 45.8859 -111.431 1233.491 932066.4116 5096468.321 
30 45.8859 -111.431 1233.503 932067.307 5096468.561 
127 
31 45.8859 -111.431 1233.504 932068.2572 5096468.914 
32 45.8859 -111.431 1233.499 932069.2531 5096469.224 
33 45.8859 -111.431 1233.521 932070.1985 5096469.521 
34 45.88591 -111.431 1233.531 932071.2056 5096469.802 
35 45.88591 -111.431 1233.502 932072.1808 5096470.105 
36 45.88591 -111.431 1233.534 932073.1725 5096470.359 
37 45.88591 -111.431 1233.547 932074.0512 5096470.714 
38 45.88592 -111.431 1233.523 932075.0183 5096471.055 
39 45.88592 -111.431 1233.446 932076.0223 5096471.267 
40 45.88592 -111.431 1233.409 932076.9965 5096471.49 
41 45.88592 -111.431 1233.391 932077.9473 5096471.904 
42 45.88592 -111.431 1233.484 932078.9038 5096472.182 
43 45.88593 -111.431 1233.521 932079.8968 5096472.48 
44 45.88593 -111.431 1233.576 932080.7942 5096472.741 
45 45.88593 -111.431 1233.56 932081.8076 5096472.98 
46 45.88593 -111.431 1233.62 932082.7105 5096473.311 
47 45.88593 -111.431 1233.576 932083.6845 5096473.661 
48 45.88594 -111.431 1233.62 932084.6825 5096473.984 
49 45.88594 -111.431 1233.581 932085.624 5096474.238 
50 45.88594 -111.431 1233.603 932086.5611 5096474.54 
51 45.88594 -111.431 1233.615 932087.5895 5096474.884 
52 45.88594 -111.431 1233.614 932088.51 5096475.176 
53 45.88595 -111.431 1233.609 932089.4504 5096475.512 
54 45.88595 -111.431 1233.61 932090.4043 5096475.753 
55 45.88595 -111.431 1233.595 932091.4112 5096476.11 
56 45.88595 -111.431 1233.587 932092.3447 5096476.389 
57 45.88595 -111.431 1233.569 932093.2863 5096476.692 
58 45.88596 -111.431 1233.615 932094.3062 5096476.959 
59 45.88596 -111.431 1233.6 932095.2854 5096477.282 
60 45.88596 -111.431 1233.578 932096.1979 5096477.617 
61 45.88596 -111.431 1233.596 932097.2303 5096477.988 
62 45.88597 -111.431 1233.6 932098.1148 5096478.221 
63 45.88597 -111.431 1233.593 932099.1324 5096478.474 
64 45.88597 -111.431 1233.63 932100.0679 5096478.828 
65 45.88597 -111.431 1233.617 932100.9915 5096479.099 
66 45.88597 -111.431 1233.618 932101.9938 5096479.353 
67 45.88598 -111.431 1233.593 932102.927 5096479.673 
68 45.88598 -111.431 1233.608 932103.9135 5096479.966 
69 45.88598 -111.431 1233.6 932104.8644 5096480.278 
70 45.88598 -111.431 1233.602 932105.8252 5096480.601 
71 45.88598 -111.431 1233.621 932106.7378 5096480.981 
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72 45.88599 -111.431 1233.621 932107.7757 5096481.238 
73 45.88599 -111.431 1233.623 932108.705 5096481.558 
74 45.88599 -111.431 1233.64 932109.6741 5096481.862 
75 45.88599 -111.431 1233.641 932110.5855 5096482.171 
76 45.886 -111.431 1233.689 932111.5552 5096482.497 
77 45.886 -111.431 1233.696 932112.5677 5096482.848 
78 45.886 -111.431 1233.761 932113.4866 5096483.138 
79 45.886 -111.431 1233.78 932114.4437 5096483.468 
80 45.886 -111.431 1233.733 932115.4595 5096483.719 
81 45.88601 -111.431 1233.672 932116.3434 5096484.066 
82 45.88601 -111.431 1233.758 932117.3409 5096484.337 
83 45.88601 -111.431 1233.772 932118.2877 5096484.705 
84 45.88601 -111.431 1233.783 932119.2571 5096484.961 
85 45.88602 -111.431 1233.76 932120.197 5096485.344 
86 45.88602 -111.431 1233.8 932121.1866 5096485.573 
87 45.88602 -111.431 1233.782 932122.1093 5096485.929 
88 45.88602 -111.43 1233.792 932123.1072 5096486.291 
89 45.88602 -111.43 1233.786 932124.0025 5096486.554 
90 45.88603 -111.43 1233.792 932125.0436 5096486.852 
91 45.88603 -111.43 1233.803 932126.0108 5096487.187 
92 45.88603 -111.43 1233.823 932126.9268 5096487.58 
93 45.88603 -111.43 1233.832 932127.895 5096487.835 
94 45.88604 -111.43 1233.843 932128.8726 5096488.217 
95 45.88604 -111.43 1233.806 932129.7983 5096488.478 
96 45.88604 -111.43 1233.814 932130.7249 5096488.797 
97 45.88604 -111.43 1233.769 932131.7388 5096489.132 
98 45.88604 -111.43 1233.764 932132.6488 5096489.403 
99 45.88605 -111.43 1233.755 932133.6185 5096489.765 
100 45.88605 -111.43 1233.769 932134.5959 5096490.086 
101 45.88605 -111.43 1233.786 932135.5633 5096490.385 
102 45.88605 -111.43 1233.796 932136.5256 5096490.714 
103 45.88606 -111.43 1233.795 932137.4928 5096491.038 
104 45.88606 -111.43 1233.798 932138.4163 5096491.379 
105 45.88606 -111.43 1233.805 932139.415 5096491.746 
106 45.88606 -111.43 1233.81 932140.412 5096491.949 
107 45.88606 -111.43 1233.81 932141.3119 5096492.264 
108 45.88607 -111.43 1233.8 932142.2896 5096492.552 
109 45.88607 -111.43 1233.793 932143.255 5096492.868 
110 45.88607 -111.43 1233.772 932144.1611 5096493.182 
111 45.88607 -111.43 1233.778 932145.1208 5096493.459 
112 45.88608 -111.43 1233.79 932146.0699 5096493.855 
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113 45.88608 -111.43 1233.798 932146.995 5096494.056 
114 45.88608 -111.43 1233.796 932148.0406 5096494.525 
115 45.88608 -111.43 1233.764 932148.9888 5096494.805 
116 45.88608 -111.43 1233.765 932149.9196 5096495.182 
117 45.88609 -111.43 1233.771 932150.8432 5096495.463 
118 45.88609 -111.43 1233.757 932151.8393 5096495.783 
119 45.88609 -111.43 1233.791 932152.7501 5096496.074 
120 45.88609 -111.43 1233.805 932153.7378 5096496.452 
121 45.8861 -111.43 1233.823 932154.6797 5096496.744 
122 45.8861 -111.43 1233.827 932155.6816 5096497.104 
123 45.8861 -111.43 1233.83 932156.613 5096497.439 
124 45.8861 -111.43 1233.832 932157.6099 5096497.765 
125 45.88611 -111.43 1233.827 932158.5531 5096498.066 
126 45.88611 -111.43 1233.846 932159.4991 5096498.433 
127 45.88611 -111.43 1233.874 932160.4004 5096498.708 
128 45.88611 -111.43 1233.877 932161.3344 5096499.04 
129 45.88611 -111.43 1233.849 932162.3121 5096499.352 
130 45.88612 -111.43 1233.903 932163.2567 5096499.708 
131 45.88612 -111.43 1233.877 932164.2385 5096499.997 
132 45.88612 -111.43 1233.886 932165.1542 5096500.317 
133 45.88612 -111.43 1233.881 932166.1157 5096500.685 
134 45.88613 -111.43 1233.921 932167.1061 5096501.002 
135 45.88613 -111.43 1233.887 932168.0738 5096501.304 
136 45.88613 -111.43 1233.913 932169.0025 5096501.642 
137 45.88613 -111.43 1233.884 932169.968 5096501.937 
138 45.88613 -111.43 1233.868 932170.9347 5096502.241 
139 45.88614 -111.43 1233.854 932171.8541 5096502.579 
140 45.88614 -111.43 1233.861 932172.8323 5096502.962 
141 45.88614 -111.43 1233.887 932173.7673 5096503.244 
142 45.88614 -111.43 1233.891 932174.7051 5096503.58 
143 45.88615 -111.43 1233.959 932175.6853 5096503.832 
144 45.88615 -111.43 1233.873 932176.7159 5096504.253 
145 45.88615 -111.43 1233.948 932177.5671 5096504.504 
146 45.88615 -111.43 1233.972 932178.5887 5096504.788 
147 45.88616 -111.43 1233.964 932179.5484 5096505.194 
148 45.88616 -111.43 1233.97 932180.4249 5096505.52 
149 45.88616 -111.43 1233.976 932181.455 5096505.87 
150 45.88616 -111.43 1233.982 932182.3608 5096506.199 
151 45.88616 -111.43 1233.971 932183.3508 5096506.475 
152 45.88617 -111.43 1233.97 932184.3067 5096506.822 
153 45.88617 -111.43 1233.948 932185.2291 5096507.12 
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154 45.88617 -111.43 1233.944 932186.2052 5096507.41 
155 45.88617 -111.43 1233.923 932187.2434 5096507.811 
156 45.88618 -111.43 1233.859 932188.12 5096508.108 
157 45.88618 -111.43 1233.835 932189.0876 5096508.472 
158 45.88618 -111.43 1233.864 932190.0211 5096508.737 
159 45.88618 -111.43 1233.88 932191.0187 5096509.129 
160 45.88619 -111.43 1233.905 932191.9634 5096509.437 
161 45.88619 -111.43 1233.92 932192.8645 5096509.775 
162 45.88619 -111.43 1233.934 932193.8366 5096510.072 
163 45.88619 -111.43 1233.913 932194.7823 5096510.331 
164 45.88619 -111.43 1233.923 932195.7488 5096510.7 
165 45.8862 -111.43 1233.939 932196.6956 5096511.045 
166 45.8862 -111.43 1233.889 932197.6477 5096511.359 
167 45.8862 -111.43 1233.879 932198.5284 5096511.641 
168 45.8862 -111.429 1233.87 932199.565 5096512.016 
169 45.88621 -111.429 1233.814 932200.5324 5096512.376 
170 45.88621 -111.429 1233.844 932201.4385 5096512.713 
171 45.88621 -111.429 1233.863 932202.4407 5096513.005 
172 45.88621 -111.429 1233.85 932203.3224 5096513.334 
173 45.88622 -111.429 1233.831 932204.4429 5096513.571 
174 45.88622 -111.429 1233.8 932205.3144 5096513.931 
175 45.88622 -111.429 1233.8 932206.2824 5096514.34 
176 45.88622 -111.429 1233.798 932207.2534 5096514.567 
177 45.88622 -111.429 1233.763 932208.2 5096514.937 
178 45.88623 -111.429 1233.765 932209.2487 5096515.238 
179 45.88623 -111.429 1233.745 932210.0893 5096515.541 
180 45.88623 -111.429 1233.746 932211.038 5096515.885 
181 45.88623 -111.429 1233.723 932212.0283 5096516.204 
182 45.88624 -111.429 1233.713 932212.9812 5096516.572 
183 45.88624 -111.429 1233.72 932213.9494 5096516.837 
184 45.88624 -111.429 1233.729 932214.917 5096517.167 
185 45.88624 -111.429 1233.723 932215.8494 5096517.419 
186 45.88624 -111.429 1233.684 932216.8088 5096517.737 
187 45.88625 -111.429 1233.736 932217.7273 5096518.064 
188 45.88625 -111.429 1233.761 932218.6832 5096518.422 
189 45.88625 -111.429 1233.776 932219.6513 5096518.718 
190 45.88625 -111.429 1233.795 932220.5788 5096519.085 
191 45.88626 -111.429 1233.829 932221.596 5096519.415 
192 45.88626 -111.429 1233.837 932222.5125 5096519.689 
193 45.88626 -111.429 1233.864 932223.5105 5096520.115 
194 45.88626 -111.429 1233.908 932224.4368 5096520.438 
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195 45.88627 -111.429 1233.918 932225.4055 5096520.744 
196 45.88627 -111.429 1233.923 932226.3224 5096521.075 
197 45.88627 -111.429 1233.898 932227.3397 5096521.317 
198 45.88627 -111.429 1233.897 932228.2448 5096521.647 
199 45.88628 -111.429 1233.915 932229.2181 5096522.025 
200 45.88628 -111.429 1233.888 932230.1467 5096522.343 
201 45.88628 -111.429 1233.885 932231.1274 5096522.564 
202 45.88628 -111.429 1233.911 932232.0756 5096522.889 
203 45.88628 -111.429 1233.939 932233.0678 5096523.126 
204 45.88629 -111.429 1233.981 932233.9799 5096523.518 
205 45.88629 -111.429 1233.986 932235.0196 5096523.759 
206 45.88629 -111.429 1233.968 932235.9508 5096524.103 
207 45.88629 -111.429 1234.005 932236.9708 5096524.346 
208 45.88629 -111.429 1234.024 932237.8667 5096524.671 
209 45.8863 -111.429 1234.078 932238.8479 5096524.922 
210 45.8863 -111.429 1234.111 932239.788 5096525.283 
211 45.8863 -111.429 1234.162 932240.7012 5096525.552 
212 45.8863 -111.429 1234.174 932241.7184 5096525.934 
213 45.8863 -111.429 1234.283 932242.6282 5096526.253 
214 45.88631 -111.429 1234.372 932243.5391 5096526.604 
215 45.88631 -111.429 1234.509 932244.5647 5096526.907 
216 45.88631 -111.429 1234.604 932245.4923 5096527.186 
217 45.88631 -111.429 1234.615 932246.4345 5096527.562 
218 45.88632 -111.429 1234.614 932247.4114 5096527.82 
219 45.88632 -111.429 1234.632 932248.3934 5096528.115 
220 45.88632 -111.429 1234.611 932249.3548 5096528.463 
221 45.88632 -111.429 1234.604 932250.2881 5096528.786 
222 45.88632 -111.429 1234.599 932251.1566 5096529.078 
223 45.88633 -111.429 1234.579 932252.212 5096529.323 
224 45.88633 -111.429 1234.59 932253.1648 5096529.655 
225 45.88633 -111.429 1234.579 932254.1317 5096530.014 
226 45.88633 -111.429 1234.563 932255.015 5096530.308 
227 45.88634 -111.429 1234.549 932255.9873 5096530.615 
228 45.88634 -111.429 1234.547 932257.0038 5096530.862 
229 45.88634 -111.429 1234.527 932257.934 5096531.172 
230 45.88634 -111.429 1234.517 932258.9517 5096531.464 
231 45.88634 -111.429 1234.503 932259.9057 5096531.811 
232 45.88635 -111.429 1234.487 932260.8054 5096532.151 
233 45.88635 -111.429 1234.478 932261.7984 5096532.403 
234 45.88635 -111.429 1234.467 932262.7479 5096532.738 
235 45.88635 -111.429 1234.454 932263.6991 5096533.053 
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236 45.88635 -111.429 1234.451 932264.6594 5096533.33 
237 45.88636 -111.429 1234.441 932265.623 5096533.64 
238 45.88636 -111.429 1234.426 932266.5809 5096533.966 
239 45.88636 -111.429 1234.421 932267.5896 5096534.257 
240 45.88636 -111.429 1234.415 932268.4648 5096534.547 
241 45.88637 -111.429 1234.413 932269.4356 5096534.862 
242 45.88637 -111.429 1234.405 932270.4106 5096535.139 
243 45.88637 -111.429 1234.407 932271.3552 5096535.462 
244 45.88637 -111.429 1234.398 932272.3536 5096535.763 
245 45.88637 -111.429 1234.401 932273.2865 5096536.067 
246 45.88638 -111.429 1234.396 932274.2664 5096536.351 
247 45.88638 -111.429 1234.39 932275.2321 5096536.665 
248 45.88638 -111.428 1234.394 932276.1914 5096536.98 
249 45.88638 -111.428 1234.394 932277.1714 5096537.268 
250 45.88638 -111.428 1234.398 932278.1346 5096537.599 
251 45.88639 -111.428 1234.386 932279.0832 5096537.919 
252 45.88639 -111.428 1234.382 932280.0408 5096538.235 
253 45.88639 -111.428 1234.376 932281.0173 5096538.496 
254 45.88639 -111.428 1234.375 932281.9655 5096538.806 
255 45.8864 -111.428 1234.381 932282.8789 5096539.149 
256 45.8864 -111.428 1234.382 932283.8776 5096539.448 
257 45.8864 -111.428 1234.379 932284.8507 5096539.736 
258 45.8864 -111.428 1234.382 932285.7977 5096540.071 
259 45.8864 -111.428 1234.383 932286.7665 5096540.343 
260 45.88641 -111.428 1234.382 932287.6845 5096540.705 
261 45.88641 -111.428 1234.375 932288.6756 5096541.021 
262 45.88641 -111.428 1234.374 932289.6314 5096541.3 
263 45.88641 -111.428 1234.383 932290.6197 5096541.496 
264 45.88641 -111.428 1234.378 932291.5353 5096541.873 
265 45.88642 -111.428 1234.387 932292.4569 5096542.21 
266 45.88642 -111.428 1234.378 932293.4696 5096542.549 
267 45.88642 -111.428 1234.383 932294.4222 5096542.869 
268 45.88642 -111.428 1234.386 932295.3606 5096543.173 
269 45.88643 -111.428 1234.383 932296.3491 5096543.527 
270 45.88643 -111.428 1234.389 932297.3174 5096543.742 
271 45.88643 -111.428 1234.395 932298.2607 5096544.095 
272 45.88643 -111.428 1234.391 932299.2524 5096544.362 
273 45.88643 -111.428 1234.395 932300.1784 5096544.665 
274 45.88644 -111.428 1234.394 932301.1725 5096544.941 
275 45.88644 -111.428 1234.399 932302.1751 5096545.236 
276 45.88644 -111.428 1234.397 932303.1141 5096545.53 
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277 45.88644 -111.428 1234.402 932303.9952 5096545.849 
278 45.88644 -111.428 1234.39 932304.9704 5096546.203 
279 45.88645 -111.428 1234.398 932305.9274 5096546.519 
280 45.88645 -111.428 1234.399 932306.905 5096546.752 
281 45.88645 -111.428 1234.399 932307.8954 5096547.048 
282 45.88645 -111.428 1234.394 932308.8288 5096547.313 
283 45.88645 -111.428 1234.391 932309.7783 5096547.669 
284 45.88646 -111.428 1234.399 932310.7207 5096547.957 
285 45.88646 -111.428 1234.398 932311.7384 5096548.253 
286 45.88646 -111.428 1234.41 932312.6487 5096548.579 
287 45.88646 -111.428 1234.399 932313.6501 5096548.856 
288 45.88647 -111.428 1234.387 932314.5907 5096549.223 
289 45.88647 -111.428 1234.408 932315.5532 5096549.477 
290 45.88647 -111.428 1234.411 932316.5156 5096549.857 
291 45.88647 -111.428 1234.427 932317.4788 5096550.136 
292 45.88647 -111.428 1234.439 932318.4164 5096550.405 
293 45.88648 -111.428 1234.448 932319.3824 5096550.737 
294 45.88648 -111.428 1234.457 932320.3386 5096551.005 
295 45.88648 -111.428 1234.461 932321.3598 5096551.321 
296 45.88648 -111.428 1234.482 932322.2802 5096551.587 
297 45.88648 -111.428 1234.46 932323.234 5096551.838 
298 45.88649 -111.428 1234.477 932324.1595 5096552.143 
299 45.88649 -111.428 1234.499 932325.1886 5096552.429 
300 45.88649 -111.428 1234.508 932326.1566 5096552.744 
301 45.88649 -111.428 1234.495 932327.1388 5096553.086 
302 45.88649 -111.428 1234.509 932328.1319 5096553.355 
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Appendix C: Hand Sample data  
Tables of data collected from the Core Induction Potential (SCIP) Testing.   
Data - Hand Sample Resistivity Testing 6/5/2015 
Sample 1 
Length 22.0 mm         
Diameter 41.0 mm         
Test # Ω (Ohm*m) Vp (mV) 
Verr 
(%) 
I 
(μA) M 
Merr 
(%) 
Test 1  828.553 68.409 0.016 4.955 0.201 0.003 
Test 2 812.021 67.049 0.123 4.955 0.160 0.008 
Test 3 779.085 64.339 0.096 4.956 0.111 0.010 
Test 4 754.2 62.241 0.064 4.953 0.097 0.008 
Avg Resistivity =   793.460         
Sample 2 Short 
Length 21.0 mm         
Diameter 41.0 mm         
Test # Ω (Ohm*m) Vp (mV) 
Verr 
(%) 
I 
(μA) M 
Merr 
(%) 
Test 1  317.876 21.737 0.137 4.951 -0.037 0.028 
Test 2 373.298 25.525 0.076 4.951 0.046 0.010 
Test 3 398.018 27.224 0.046 4.952 0.037 0.011 
Test 4 406.022 27.771 0.029 4.952 0.012 0.015 
Avg Resistivity =   373.804         
Sample 2 Long 
Length 41.0 mm         
Diameter 41.0 mm         
Test # Ω (Ohm*m) Vp (mV) 
Verr 
(%) 
I 
(μA) M 
Merr 
(%) 
Test 1  256.708 54.891 0.042 4.955 0.087 0.006 
Test 2 317.634 48.857 0.147 4.953 0.069 0.006 
Test 3 340.993 52.456 0.067 4.954 0.088 0.024 
Test 4 349.638 53.773 0.039 4.952 0.087 0.006 
Avg Resistivity = 316.243         
Sample 3A 
Length 50.0 mm         
Diameter 41.0 mm         
Test # Ω (Ohm*m) Vp (mV) 
Verr 
(%) 
I 
(μA) M 
Merr 
(%) 
Test 1  3097.293 582.760 4.626 4.968 1.542 0.045 
Test 2 3657.773 688.505 4.229 4.970 1.582 0.005 
Test 3 4103.151 772.800 0.305 4.973 1.798 0.007 
Test 4 4675.586 880.997 2.371 4.975 2.134 0.011 
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Avg Resistivity = 3883.451         
Sample 4 
Length 47.0 mm         
Diameter 41.0 mm     
Test # Ω (Ohm*m) Vp (mV) 
Verr 
(%) 
I 
(μA) M 
Merr 
(%) 
Test 1  835.289 68.992 1.000 4.957 0.038 0.011 
Test 2 1786.437 147.520 1.388 4.956 0.134 0.005 
Test 3 2588.147 213.823 1.954 4.958 0.208 0.006 
Test 4 3864.075 319.334 6.487 4.959 0.335 0.017 
Avg Resistivity = 2268.487         
       
       
Data - Hand Sample Resistivity Testing 6/8/2015 
Sample 1 
Length 22.0 mm         
Diameter 41.0 mm         
Test # Ω (Ohm*m) Vp (mV) 
Verr 
(%) 
I 
(μA) M 
Merr 
(%) 
Test 1  801.373 66.148 0.050 4.954 0.179 0.006 
Test 2 798.790 65.928 0.036 4.953 0.156 0.005 
Test 3 784.920 64.809 0.035 4.955 0.166 0.005 
Test 4 653.4 53.935 0.005 4.954 0.086 0.012 
Avg Resistivity =   759.618         
Sample 2 Short 
Length 21.0 mm         
Diameter 41.0 mm         
Test # Ω (Ohm*m) Vp (mV) 
Verr 
(%) 
I 
(μA) M 
Merr 
(%) 
Test 1  515.967 141.322 0.097 4.958 0.484 0.003 
Test 2 495.338 135.611 0.067 4.956 0.459 0.003 
Test 3 483.182 132.302 0.080 4.956 0.463 0.004 
Test 4 474.748 130.021 0.075 4.958 0.430 0.004 
Avg Resistivity =   492.309         
Sample 2 Long 
Length 41.0 mm         
Diameter 41.0 mm         
Test # Ω (Ohm*m) Vp (mV) 
Verr 
(%) 
I 
(μA) M 
Merr 
(%) 
Test 1  759.247 115.821 0.029 4.955 0.289 0.004 
Test 2 770.507 118.604 0.304 4.957 0.273 0.002 
Avg Resistivity = 764.877         
Sample 3A 
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Length 50.0 mm         
Diameter 41.0 mm         
Test # Ω (Ohm*m) Vp (mV) 
Verr 
(%) 
I 
(μA) M 
Merr 
(%) 
Test 1  2656.388 499.589 6.310 4.966 1.049 0.009 
Test 2 2551.221 479.704 1.983 4.965 1.052 0.004 
Test 3 2296.541 431.740 2.236 4.964 0.989 0.004 
Test 4 1960.920 368.485 2.361 4.962 0.870 0.007 
Avg Resistivity = 2366.268         
Sample 4 
Length 47.0 mm         
Diameter 41.0 mm      
Test # Ω (Ohm*m) Vp (mV) 
Verr 
(%) 
I 
(μA) M 
Merr 
(%) 
Test 1  3126.036 552.833 3.261 4.968 0.674 0.004 
Test 2 3784.484 669.716 3.420 4.971 0.851 0.014 
Avg Resistivity = 3455.260         
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Screen captures of the window in the Core Elastic Properties (Ultrasonic) Tests. 
 
Sample 1A P-wave velocity test. 
 
Sample 2 P-wave velocity test. 
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Sample 3 S-wave velocity test. 
 
Sample 4 P-wave velocity test. 
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Sample 1A S-wave velocity test. 
 
 
Sample 2 S-wave velocity test. 
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Sample 1B S-wave velocity test. 
 
Sample 1C S-wave velocity test. 
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Appendix D: Spontaneous Potential   
Spontaneous Potential Raw Field Notes  
SP Field Day 1 
GPS_ID SP_ID SP hours minutes total minutes time since base 
1 Base 0.4 11 4 664 0 
2 1 8.8 11 10 670 6 
3 2 9 11 13 673 9 
4 3 8.9 11 15 675 11 
5 4 6.8 11 16 676 12 
6 5 4.8 11 18 678 14 
7 6 8.3 11 20 680 16 
8 7 6.9 11 23 683 19 
9 8 12.4 11 25 685 21 
10 9 16 11 26 686 22 
11 10 15.4 11 27 687 23 
12 11 11.3 11 33 693 29 
13 12 2.2 11 35 695 31 
14 13 -4.5 11 40 700 36 
15 14 -2.9 11 44 704 40 
16 15 -0.2 11 46 706 42 
17 16 0.3 11 48 708 44 
18 17 -3.7 11 51 711 47 
19 18 -21.5 11 54 714 50 
20 19 -25.2 11 55 715 51 
21 20 -28 11 57 717 53 
22 21 -32.1 11 59 719 55 
23 22 -45 12 3 723 59 
24 23 -64.3 12 4 724 60 
25 24 -98.8 12 6 726 62 
26 25 -73.6 12 8 728 64 
27 26 -52.3 12 9 729 65 
28 27 -25.3 12 11 731 67 
29 28 -17 12 13 733 69 
30 29 4.2 12 14 734 70 
31 30 1.1 12 15 735 71 
32 31 0.5 12 16 736 72 
33 32 -2.7 12 17 737 73 
34 33 -5.5 12 19 739 75 
35 34 -7.2 12 21 741 77 
36 35 2 12 23 743 79 
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37 36 14.4 12 24 744 80 
38 37 10 12 30 750 86 
39 38 3.3 12 31 751 87 
40 39 4.4 12 32 752 88 
41 40 5.1 12 33 753 89 
42 41 6.2 12 34 754 90 
43 42 6.9 12 35 755 91 
44 43 8.5 12 37 757 93 
base 2   2.8 12 40 760 96 
base 3   1.8 12 55 775 111 
46 44 -0.1 12 59 779 4 
47 45 -5.1 13 1 781 6 
48 46 -2.5 13 2 782 7 
49 47 0.7 13 7 787 12 
50 48 6.2 13 9 789 14 
51 49 9.2 13 10 790 15 
52 50 2.7 13 11 791 16 
53 51 -2 13 12 792 17 
54 52 -0.7 13 15 795 20 
55 53 -2.3 13 17 797 22 
56 54 6.5 13 18 798 23 
57 55 -3.3 13 19 799 24 
58 56 -23.9 13 20 800 25 
59 57 -34 13 21 801 26 
60 58 -45.9 13 25 805 30 
61 59 -55.1 13 26 806 31 
62 60 -77.3 13 28 808 33 
63 61 -114.8 13 29 809 34 
64 62 -185.9 13 31 811 36 
65 63 -191.2 13 32 812 37 
66 64 -132.5 13 34 814 39 
67 65 -83.3 13 35 815 40 
68 66 -59.2 13 37 817 42 
69 67 -43.6 13 38 818 43 
70 68 -33.3 13 40 820 45 
71 69 -16.1 13 42 822 47 
72 70 7.3 13 43 823 48 
73 71 -5.5 13 44 824 49 
74 72 -9.6 13 46 826 51 
75 73 -6.8 13 47 827 52 
76 74 -1.5 13 48 828 53 
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77 75 4.5 13 49 829 54 
78 76 6.1 13 50 830 55 
79 77 -3 13 52 832 57 
80 78 -5.9 13 53 833 58 
81 79 -6.8 13 54 834 59 
82 80 -6.2 13 55 835 60 
83 81 -7.2 13 55 835 60 
base 4   3.1 13 58 838 63 
84 82 -11.9 14 0 840 2 
85 83 -13.5 14 1 841 3 
86 84 -6.9 14 2 842 4 
87 85 9.1 14 3 843 5 
88 86 -0.5 14 4 844 6 
89 87 -7.3 14 5 845 7 
90 88 -14.1 14 6 846 8 
91 89 -21.4 14 6 846 8 
92 90 -19.4 14 7 847 9 
93 91 -6.4 14 9 849 11 
94 92 -26.8 14 11 851 13 
95 93 -30.4 14 12 852 14 
96 94 -19.9 14 13 853 15 
97 95 -38.6 14 14 854 16 
98 96 -57.2 14 15 855 17 
99 97 -81.1 14 17 857 19 
100 98 -73.7 14 18 858 20 
101 99 -92.6 14 19 859 21 
102 100 -114.1 14 20 860 22 
103 101 -140.5 14 23 863 25 
104 102 -167.4 14 24 864 26 
105 103 -145.4 14 26 866 28 
106 104 -145.9 14 28 868 30 
107 105 -101.3 14 31 871 33 
108 106 -84.2 14 32 872 34 
109 107 -71.8 14 33 873 35 
110 108 -59.2 14 35 875 37 
111 109 -47.7 14 36 876 38 
112 110 -34.9 14 39 879 41 
113 111 -34.8 14 41 881 43 
114 112 -27.5 14 42 882 44 
115 113 -15.9 14 43 883 45 
116 114 -17.2 14 45 885 47 
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117 115 -23.5 14 46 886 48 
118 116 -20.5 14 47 887 49 
119 117 -7.1 14 48 888 50 
120 118 -2.9 14 49 889 51 
121 119 11 14 50 890 52 
122 120 -7.4 14 52 892 54 
123 121 -13.1 14 53 893 55 
base 5   4 14 54 894 56 
124 122 -2.5 14 57 897 3 
125 123 -10.3 14 58 898 4 
126 124 -19.6 14 59 899 5 
127 125 -20.7 15 0 900 6 
128 126 -20.2 15 1 901 7 
129 127 -24.5 15 2 902 8 
130 128 -26.3 15 3 903 9 
131 129 -27.8 15 4 904 10 
132 130 -29.1 15 5 905 11 
133 131 -35.3 15 7 907 13 
134 132 -38 15 8 908 14 
135 133 -41.7 15 9 909 15 
136 134 -59.7 15 10 910 16 
137 135 -65.5 15 11 911 17 
138 136 -79 15 12 912 18 
139 137 -93.6 15 14 914 20 
140 138 -106.5 15 16 916 22 
141 139 -144.1 15 18 918 24 
142 140 -35.7 15 28 928 34 
143 141 -33.2 15 30 930 36 
144 142 -30.7 15 31 931 37 
145 143 -30 15 31 931 37 
146 144 -30 15 32 932 38 
147 145 -28.9 15 33 933 39 
148 146 -33.3 15 34 934 40 
149 147 -30.4 15 35 935 41 
150 148 -29.5 15 36 936 42 
151 149 -15.7 15 38 938 44 
base 6   4.8 15 40 940 46 
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SP Field Day 2 
GPS_ID SP_ID SP hours minutes total minutes time since base 
1 base -1.1 11 9 669 0 
2 1 -55.3 11 18 678 9 
3 2 -48.2 11 19 679 10 
4 3 -44.2 11 21 681 12 
5 4 -49 11 23 683 14 
6 5 -40.1 11 25 685 16 
7 6 -36.2 11 26 686 17 
8 7 -29 11 28 688 19 
9 8 -19.6 11 32 692 23 
10 9 -16.3 11 34 694 25 
11 10 -8.2 11 35 695 26 
12 11 -4.9 11 37 697 28 
13 12 0 11 38 698 29 
14 13 5.8 11 40 700 31 
15 14 8.5 11 41 701 32 
16 15 4.4 11 42 702 33 
17 16 4.7 11 43 703 34 
18 17 2.4 11 44 704 35 
base 2   -1.7 11 50 710 41 
19 18 1.1 12 6 726 16 
20 19 1.1 12 8 728 18 
21 20 -1.7 12 9 729 19 
22 21 -1.9 12 10 730 20 
23 22 -3.8 12 11 731 21 
24 23 -7.1 12 12 732 22 
25 24 -11.6 12 13 733 23 
26 25 -19.5 12 15 735 25 
27 26 -25.2 12 16 736 26 
28 27 -26.6 12 18 738 28 
29 28 -32.8 12 19 739 29 
30 29 -26.8 12 21 741 31 
31 30 -44 12 22 742 32 
32 31 -45.4 12 27 747 37 
33 32 -40.9 12 28 748 38 
34 33 -39.5 12 30 750 40 
35 34 -27.2 12 31 751 41 
36 35 -21.1 12 33 753 43 
37 36 -23.2 12 34 754 44 
38 37 -18.3 12 35 755 45 
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39 38 -20.5 12 36 756 46 
40 39 -12.4 12 38 758 48 
41 40 -2.9 12 39 759 49 
42 41 -1.6 12 39 759 49 
43 42 -7.2 12 40 760 50 
44 43 -4.5 12 41 761 51 
45 44 -3.5 12 42 762 52 
46 45 -3.1 12 43 763 53 
base 3   -0.6 12 45 765 55 
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SP Field Day 3 
GPS_ID SP_ID SP hours minutes total minutes time since base 
1 Base1  1.1 10 30 630 0 
2 1 -38.4 10 54 654 24 
3 2 -20.6 10 56 656 26 
4 3 -36.9 10 58 658 28 
5 4 -28 11 1 661 31 
6 5 -48 11 13 673 43 
7 6 -47.6 11 15 675 45 
8 7 -33.9 11 18 678 48 
9 8 -28.8 11 20 680 50 
10 9 -11.7 11 23 683 53 
11 10 -19 11 25 685 55 
12 11 -19.2 11 28 688 58 
13 12 -12.7 11 30 690 60 
14 13 -11.2 11 31 691 61 
15 14 -20.9 11 33 693 63 
16 15 -14.1 11 35 695 65 
17 16 -8.4 11 37 697 67 
18 17 -14.7 11 38 698 68 
19 18 -4 11 40 700 70 
20 19 -4.1 11 42 702 72 
21 20 -9.8 11 45 705 75 
22 21 -11.4 11 47 707 77 
24 22 -14.7 11 53 713 83 
25 23 -24.7 11 56 716 86 
26 24 -27.4 11 57 717 87 
Base 2 Base 2 1.2 13 31 811 181 
27 25 -39.3 13 41 821 10 
28 26 -26.8 13 42 822 11 
29 27 -21.3 13 45 825 14 
30 28 -12.5 13 50 830 19 
31 29 -8.1 13 51 831 20 
32 30 -5.7 13 53 833 22 
33 31 -2.7 13 54 834 23 
34 32 -1.5 13 55 835 24 
35 33 3.9 13 57 837 26 
36 34 8.5 14 0 840 29 
37 35 12.7 14 2 842 31 
38 36 16.3 14 4 844 33 
39 37 18.4 14 6 846 35 
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40 38 12.1 14 12 852 41 
41 39 19 14 15 855 44 
42 40 18.6 14 16 856 45 
43 41 4.2 14 18 858 47 
44 42 17.5 14 20 860 49 
45 43 6.9 14 26 866 55 
46 44 12 14 28 868 57 
47 45 8.7 14 30 870 59 
48 46 -3.9 14 32 872 61 
49 47 -2.6 14 35 875 64 
50 48 -3.3 14 38 878 67 
Base 3   3.5 14 50 890 79 
51 49 -4.3 15 14 914 24 
52 50 3.5 15 16 916 26 
53 51 -30.4 15 19 919 29 
54 52 -26.4 15 20 920 30 
55 53 -12.2 15 22 922 32 
56 54 -11.4 15 24 924 34 
57 55 -19.9 15 26 926 36 
58 56 -9.1 15 29 929 39 
59 57 -11.7 15 31 931 41 
60 58 -16.1 15 35 935 45 
61 59 -48 15 38 938 48 
62 60 -3.8 15 40 940 50 
63 61 6.2 15 42 942 52 
64 62 6.8 15 43 943 53 
65 63 7 15 45 945 55 
66 64 -5 15 47 947 57 
67 65 4.4 15 49 949 59 
68 66 5 15 59 959 69 
69 67 10.8 16 0 960 70 
70 68 8.2 16 3 963 73 
71 69 5.2 16 5 965 75 
72 70 -0.7 16 8 968 78 
73 71 -2 16 10 970 80 
74 72 7.4 16 13 973 83 
Base 4 Base 4 4.8 16 15 975 85 
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Spontaneous Potential Processed Drift Data 
SP Processed Day 1 
SP_ID   Base Readings Drift Correction SP Drift Corrected 
Base1 Loop A1 0.4 0.4 0 
1 Drift Rate (mV/min)   0.55 8.25 
2 0.025   0.625 8.375 
3 Base Drift   0.675 8.225 
4 0.4   0.7 6.1 
5     0.75 4.05 
6     0.8 7.5 
7     0.875 6.025 
8     0.925 11.475 
9     0.95 15.05 
10     0.975 14.425 
11     1.125 10.175 
12     1.175 1.025 
13     1.3 -5.8 
14     1.4 -4.3 
15     1.45 -1.65 
16     1.5 -1.2 
17     1.575 -5.275 
18     1.65 -23.15 
19     1.675 -26.875 
20     1.725 -29.725 
21     1.775 -33.875 
22     1.875 -46.875 
23     1.9 -66.2 
24     1.95 -100.75 
25     2 -75.6 
26     2.025 -54.325 
27     2.075 -27.375 
28     2.125 -19.125 
29     2.15 2.05 
30     2.175 -1.075 
31     2.2 -1.7 
32     2.225 -4.925 
33     2.275 -7.775 
34     2.325 -9.525 
35     2.375 -0.375 
36     2.4 12 
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37     2.55 7.45 
38     2.575 0.725 
39     2.6 1.8 
40     2.625 2.475 
41     2.65 3.55 
42     2.675 4.225 
43     2.725 5.775 
 Base2   2.8 2.8 0 
 Base3   1.8 1.8 0 
44 Loop B1   1.882539683 -1.982539683 
45 Drift Rate (mV/min)   1.923809524 -7.023809524 
46 0.020634921   1.944444444 -4.444444444 
47 Base Drift   2.047619048 -1.347619048 
48 1.8   2.088888889 4.111111111 
49     2.10952381 7.09047619 
50     2.13015873 0.56984127 
51     2.150793651 -4.150793651 
52     2.212698413 -2.912698413 
53     2.253968254 -4.553968254 
54     2.274603175 4.225396825 
55     2.295238095 -5.595238095 
56     2.315873016 -26.21587302 
57     2.336507937 -36.33650794 
58     2.419047619 -48.31904762 
59     2.43968254 -57.53968254 
60     2.480952381 -79.78095238 
61     2.501587302 -117.3015873 
62     2.542857143 -188.4428571 
63     2.563492063 -193.7634921 
64     2.604761905 -135.1047619 
65     2.625396825 -85.92539683 
66     2.666666667 -61.86666667 
67     2.687301587 -46.28730159 
68     2.728571429 -36.02857143 
69     2.76984127 -18.86984127 
70     2.79047619 4.50952381 
71     2.811111111 -8.311111111 
72     2.852380952 -12.45238095 
73     2.873015873 -9.673015873 
74     2.893650794 -4.393650794 
75     2.914285714 1.585714286 
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76     2.934920635 3.165079365 
77     2.976190476 -5.976190476 
78     2.996825397 -8.896825397 
79     3.017460317 -9.817460317 
80     3.038095238 -9.238095238 
81     3.038095238 -10.23809524 
 Base4   3.1 3.1 0 
82 Loop B2   3.132142857 -15.03214286 
83 Drift Rate (mV/min)   3.148214286 -16.64821429 
84 0.016071429   3.164285714 -10.06428571 
85 Base Drift   3.180357143 5.919642857 
86 3.1   3.196428571 -3.696428571 
87     3.2125 -10.5125 
88     3.228571429 -17.32857143 
89     3.228571429 -24.62857143 
90     3.244642857 -22.64464286 
91     3.276785714 -9.676785714 
92     3.308928571 -30.10892857 
93     3.325 -33.725 
94     3.341071429 -23.24107143 
95     3.357142857 -41.95714286 
96     3.373214286 -60.57321429 
97     3.405357143 -84.50535714 
98     3.421428571 -77.12142857 
99     3.4375 -96.0375 
100     3.453571429 -117.5535714 
101     3.501785714 -144.0017857 
102     3.517857143 -170.9178571 
103     3.55 -148.95 
104     3.582142857 -149.4821429 
105     3.630357143 -104.9303571 
106     3.646428571 -87.84642857 
107     3.6625 -75.4625 
108     3.694642857 -62.89464286 
109     3.710714286 -51.41071429 
110     3.758928571 -38.65892857 
111     3.791071429 -38.59107143 
112     3.807142857 -31.30714286 
113     3.823214286 -19.72321429 
114     3.855357143 -21.05535714 
115     3.871428571 -27.37142857 
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116     3.8875 -24.3875 
117     3.903571429 -11.00357143 
118     3.919642857 -6.819642857 
119     3.935714286 7.064285714 
120     3.967857143 -11.36785714 
121     3.983928571 -17.08392857 
 Base5   4 4 0 
122 Loop B3   4.052173913 -6.552173913 
123 Drift Rate (mV/min)   4.069565217 -14.36956522 
124 0.017391304   4.086956522 -23.68695652 
125 Base Drift   4.104347826 -24.80434783 
126 4   4.12173913 -24.32173913 
127     4.139130435 -28.63913043 
128     4.156521739 -30.45652174 
129     4.173913043 -31.97391304 
130     4.191304348 -33.29130435 
131     4.226086957 -39.52608696 
132     4.243478261 -42.24347826 
133     4.260869565 -45.96086957 
134     4.27826087 -63.97826087 
135     4.295652174 -69.79565217 
136     4.313043478 -83.31304348 
137     4.347826087 -97.94782609 
138     4.382608696 -110.8826087 
139     4.417391304 -148.5173913 
140     4.591304348 -40.29130435 
141     4.626086957 -37.82608696 
142     4.643478261 -35.34347826 
143     4.643478261 -34.64347826 
144     4.660869565 -34.66086957 
145     4.67826087 -33.57826087 
146     4.695652174 -37.99565217 
147     4.713043478 -35.11304348 
148     4.730434783 -34.23043478 
149     4.765217391 -20.46521739 
 Base6   4.8 4.8 0 
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SP Processed Day 2 
SP_ID   Base Readings Drift Correction SP Drift Corrected 
Base1 Loop 1 -1.1 -1.1 0 
1 Drift Rate (mV/min)   -1.231707317 -54.06829268 
2 -0.014634146   -1.246341463 -46.95365854 
3 Base Drift   -1.275609756 -42.92439024 
4 -1.1   -1.304878049 -47.69512195 
5     -1.334146341 -38.76585366 
6     -1.348780488 -34.85121951 
7     -1.37804878 -27.62195122 
8     -1.436585366 -18.16341463 
9     -1.465853659 -14.83414634 
10     -1.480487805 -6.719512195 
11     -1.509756098 -3.390243902 
12     -1.524390244 1.524390244 
13     -1.553658537 7.353658537 
14     -1.568292683 10.06829268 
15     -1.582926829 5.982926829 
16     -1.597560976 6.297560976 
17     -1.612195122 4.012195122 
 Base2   -1.7 -1.7 0 
18 Loop 2   -1.38 2.48 
19 Drift Rate (mV/min)   -1.34 2.44 
20 0.02   -1.32 -0.38 
21 Base Drift   -1.3 -0.6 
22 -1.7   -1.28 -2.52 
23     -1.26 -5.84 
24     -1.24 -10.36 
25     -1.2 -18.3 
26     -1.18 -24.02 
27     -1.14 -25.46 
28     -1.12 -31.68 
29     -1.08 -25.72 
30     -1.06 -42.94 
31     -0.96 -44.44 
32     -0.94 -39.96 
33     -0.9 -38.6 
34     -0.88 -26.32 
35     -0.84 -20.26 
36     -0.82 -22.38 
37     -0.8 -17.5 
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38     -0.78 -19.72 
39     -0.74 -11.66 
40     -0.72 -2.18 
41     -0.72 -0.88 
42     -0.7 -6.5 
43     -0.68 -3.82 
44     -0.66 -2.84 
45     -0.64 -2.46 
Base3   -0.6 -0.6 0 
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SP Processed Day 3 
SP_ID   Base Readings Drift Correction SP Drift Corrected 
Base1  Loop 1 1.1 1.1 0 
1 Drift Rate (mV/min)   1.113259669 -39.51325967 
2 0.000552486   1.114364641 -21.71436464 
3 Base Drift   1.115469613 -38.01546961 
4 1.1   1.117127072 -29.11712707 
5     1.123756906 -49.12375691 
6     1.124861878 -48.72486188 
7     1.126519337 -35.02651934 
8     1.127624309 -29.92762431 
9     1.129281768 -12.82928177 
10     1.13038674 -20.13038674 
11     1.132044199 -20.3320442 
12     1.133149171 -13.83314917 
13     1.133701657 -12.33370166 
14     1.13480663 -22.03480663 
15     1.135911602 -15.2359116 
16     1.137016575 -9.537016575 
17     1.137569061 -15.83756906 
18     1.138674033 -5.138674033 
19     1.139779006 -5.239779006 
20     1.141436464 -10.94143646 
21     1.142541436 -12.54254144 
22     1.145856354 -15.84585635 
23     1.147513812 -25.84751381 
24     1.148066298 -28.5480663 
Base2   1.2 1.2 0 
25 Loop 2   1.491139241 -40.79113924 
26 Drift Rate   1.520253165 -28.32025316 
27 0.029113924   1.607594937 -22.90759494 
28 Base Drift   1.753164557 -14.25316456 
29 1.2   1.782278481 -9.882278481 
30     1.840506329 -7.540506329 
31     1.869620253 -4.569620253 
32     1.898734177 -3.398734177 
33     1.956962025 1.943037975 
34     2.044303797 6.455696203 
35     2.102531646 10.59746835 
36     2.160759494 14.13924051 
37     2.218987342 16.18101266 
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38     2.393670886 9.706329114 
39     2.481012658 16.51898734 
40     2.510126582 16.08987342 
41     2.56835443 1.63164557 
42     2.626582278 14.87341772 
43     2.801265823 4.098734177 
44     2.859493671 9.140506329 
45     2.917721519 5.782278481 
46     2.975949367 -6.875949367 
47     3.063291139 -5.663291139 
48     3.150632911 -6.450632911 
Base3   3.5 3.5 0 
49 Loop 3   3.867058824 -8.167058824 
50 Drift Rate   3.897647059 -0.397647059 
51 0.015294118   3.943529412 -34.34352941 
52 Base Drift   3.958823529 -30.35882353 
53 3.5   3.989411765 -16.18941176 
54     4.02 -15.42 
55     4.050588235 -23.95058824 
56     4.096470588 -13.19647059 
57     4.127058824 -15.82705882 
58     4.188235294 -20.28823529 
59     4.234117647 -52.23411765 
60     4.264705882 -8.064705882 
61     4.295294118 1.904705882 
62     4.310588235 2.489411765 
63     4.341176471 2.658823529 
64     4.371764706 -9.371764706 
65     4.402352941 -0.002352941 
66     4.555294118 0.444705882 
67     4.570588235 6.229411765 
68     4.616470588 3.583529412 
69     4.647058824 0.552941176 
70     4.692941176 -5.392941176 
71     4.723529412 -6.723529412 
72     4.769411765 2.630588235 
Base4   4.8 4.8 0 
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Appendix E: Electrical Resistivity 
 
 
 
The top plot of position vs, pseudo depth represents the data points collected for Profile 1 and Profile 2.  The 
profiles contain a total of 63 data points.  The bottom plot represents Profile 3 which had a move-up and 
contained 86 points. 
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Data collection for Profile 1. 
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Data collection for Profile 2. 
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Data collection for Profile 3. 
 
Fill in Data Here
240 m 
Profile 
Design Electrode Position(m)Meas # Data Level a (m) A B M N V (mV) I (mA)
ρ  
(Ω*m)_
Reading
ρ  
(Ω*m)_Calc
ulated
Double 
Check
A (m) B (m) M (m) N (m) a (m) center (m) d
Start 1 0 1 1 10 1 4 2 3 142.66 32.44 276.3 276.312952 0 30 10 20 10 15 5
2 10 2 1 10 2 5 3 4 130.205 28.79 284.2 284.161911 10 40 20 30 10 25 5
3 20 3 1 10 3 6 4 5 268.293 58.07 290.3 290.293548 20 50 30 40 10 35 5
4 30 4 1 10 4 7 5 6 181.556 35.15 324.6 324.537693 30 60 40 50 10 45 5
5 40 5 1 10 5 8 6 7 298.591 65.68 285.6 285.642903 40 70 50 60 10 55 5
6 50 6 1 10 6 9 7 8 134.034 42.93 196.2 196.170617 50 80 60 70 10 65 5
7 60 7 1 10 7 10 8 9 213.07 66.6 201 201.014759 60 90 70 80 10 75 5
8 70 8 1 10 8 11 9 10 247.646 81.22 191.6 191.579132 70 100 80 90 10 85 5
9 80 9 1 10 9 12 10 11 140.167 31.37 280.8 280.744417 80 110 90 100 10 95 5
10 90 10 1 10 10 13 11 12 229.984 40.87 353.6 353.56792 90 120 100 110 10 105 5
11 100 11 1 10 11 14 12 13 447.227 67.36 417.1 417.163022 100 130 110 120 10 115 5
12 110 12 1 10 12 15 13 14 427.843 42.93 626.2 626.186082 110 140 120 130 10 125 5
13 120 13 1 10 13 16 14 15 374.642 46.96 501.3 501.265994 120 150 130 140 10 135 5
14 130 14 1 10 14 17 15 16 801.961 64.26 784.1 784.137811 130 160 140 150 10 145 5
15 140 15 1 10 15 18 16 17 521.046 66.86 489.7 489.654288 140 170 150 160 10 155 5
16 150 16 1 10 16 19 17 18 812.222 91.28 559.1 559.086474 150 180 160 170 10 165 5
17 160 17 1 10 17 20 18 19 76.938 15 322.4 322.277141 160 190 170 180 10 175 5
18 170 18 1 10 18 21 19 20 579.201 179.7 202.5 202.516818 170 200 180 190 10 185 5
19 180 19 2 20 1 7 3 5 157.485 100.88 196.2 196.175146 0 60 20 40 20 30 10
20 190 20 2 20 2 8 4 6 60.406 41.17 184.4 184.37799 10 70 30 50 20 40 10
21 200 21 2 20 3 9 5 7 49.014 31.15 197.7 197.729724 20 80 40 60 20 50 10
Move 1 1 0 22 2 20 4 10 6 8 42.672 27.65 194 193.935684 30 90 50 70 20 60 10
200v 2 10 23 2 20 5 11 7 9 94.452 89.79 132.2 132.18831 40 100 60 80 20 70 10
3 20 24 2 20 6 12 8 10 141.158 120.74 146.9 146.91434 50 110 70 90 20 80 10
4 30 25 2 20 7 13 9 11 131.903 121.93 135.9 135.942097 60 120 80 100 20 90 10
5 40 26 2 20 8 14 10 12 298.272 274.02 136.8 136.785508 70 130 90 110 20 100 10
6 50 27 2 20 9 15 11 13 99.344 67.83 184.1 184.047401 80 140 100 120 20 110 10
7 60 28 2 20 10 16 12 14 212.126 105.09 253.7 253.654385 90 150 110 130 20 120 10
8 70 29 2 20 11 17 13 15 235.935 99.32 298.5 298.514564 100 160 120 140 20 130 10
9 80 30 2 20 12 18 14 16 247.813 122.23 254.8 254.774605 110 170 130 150 20 140 10
10 90 31 2 20 13 19 15 17 242.286 127.86 238.1 238.124173 120 180 140 160 20 150 10
11 100 32 2 20 14 20 16 18 85.101 34.01 314.4 314.440078 130 190 150 170 20 160 10
12 110 33 2 20 15 21 17 19 502.64 165.96 380.6 380.595356 140 200 160 180 20 170 10
13 120 34 3 30 1 10 4 7 110.55 116.48 178.9 178.899245 0 90 30 60 30 45 15
14 130 35 3 30 2 11 5 8 60.744 63.95 179 179.045727 10 100 40 70 30 55 15
15 140 36 3 30 3 12 6 9 69.142 79.99 162.9 162.932366 20 110 50 80 30 65 15
16 150 37 3 30 4 13 7 10 40.979 53.57 144.2 144.19189 30 120 60 90 30 75 15
400v 17 160 38 3 30 5 14 8 11 166.006 239.28 130.8 130.773127 40 130 70 100 30 85 15
18 170 39 3 30 6 15 9 12 188.041 273.61 129.5 129.545314 50 140 80 110 30 95 15
19 180 40 3 30 7 16 10 13 251.551 372.68 127.2 127.230456 60 150 90 120 30 105 15
20 190 41 3 30 8 17 11 14 257.755 320.24 151.7 151.71644 70 160 100 130 30 115 15
21 200 42 3 30 9 18 12 15 123.153 183.09 126.8 126.788976 80 170 110 140 30 125 15
43 3 30 10 19 13 16 206.418 300.57 129.4 129.450299 90 180 120 150 30 135 15
44 3 30 11 20 14 17 52.204 62.88 156.5 156.492083 100 190 130 160 30 145 15
45 3 30 12 21 15 18 373.903 301.31 233.9 233.908782 110 200 140 170 30 155 15
46 4 40 1 13 5 9 158.887 216.25 184.7 184.659693 0 120 40 80 40 60 20
47 4 40 2 14 6 10 100.241 155.8 161.7 161.702896 10 130 50 90 40 70 20
48 4 40 3 15 7 11 94.104 174.79 135.3 135.310457 20 140 60 100 40 80 20
49 4 40 4 16 8 12 67.706 126.25 134.8 134.783159 30 150 70 110 40 90 20
50 4 40 5 17 9 13 83.146 176.16 118.6 118.62437 40 160 80 120 40 100 20
51 4 40 6 18 10 14 204.974 486.63 105.9 105.861918 50 170 90 130 40 110 20
52 4 40 7 19 11 15 256.534 630.01 102.3 102.3381 60 180 100 140 40 120 20
53 4 40 8 20 12 16 33.541 68.73 122.7 122.650556 70 190 110 150 40 130 20
800v 54 4 40 9 21 13 17 185.261 315.9 147.4 147.392111 80 200 120 160 40 140 20
55 5 50 1 16 6 11 170.975 317.41 169.2 169.22397 0 150 50 100 50 75 25
56 5 50 2 17 7 12 111.127 265.02 131.7 131.731857 10 160 60 110 50 85 25
57 5 50 3 18 8 13 121.031 316.06 120.3 120.303139 20 170 70 120 50 95 25
58 5 50 4 19 9 14 109.029 313.78 109.2 109.160783 30 180 80 130 50 105 25
59 5 50 5 20 10 15 39.187 114.91 107.1 107.135664 40 190 90 140 50 115 25
60 5 50 6 21 11 16 141.654 318.65 139.7 139.65767 50 200 100 150 50 125 25
61 6 60 1 19 7 13 110.412 316.25 131.6 131.618477 0 180 60 120 60 90 30
62 6 60 2 20 8 14 33.274 100.7 124.6 124.568048 10 190 70 130 60 100 30
63 6 60 3 21 9 15 105.186 317.68 124.8 124.824313 20 200 80 140 60 110 30
64 1 10 15 18 16 17 556.093 235.95 148.1 148.08372 140 170 150 160 10 155 5
65 1 10 16 19 17 18 89.688 23.62 238.6 238.580154 150 180 160 170 10 165 5
66 1 10 17 20 18 19 435.706 103.53 264.4 264.427851 160 190 170 180 10 175 5
67 1 10 18 21 19 20 365.902 183.99 125 124.954077 170 200 180 190 10 185 5
68 2 20 12 18 14 16 286.437 144.04 249.9 249.894022 110 170 130 150 20 140 10
69 2 20 13 19 15 17 94.423 113.85 104.2 104.220853 120 180 140 160 20 150 10
70 2 20 14 20 16 18 150.113 91.01 207.3 207.271244 130 190 150 170 20 160 10
71 2 20 15 21 17 19 504.738 251.6 252.1 252.095579 140 200 160 180 20 170 10
72 3 30 9 18 12 15 124.302 107.48 218 217.997534 80 170 110 140 30 125 15
73 3 30 10 19 13 16 189.786 206.57 173.2 173.180124 90 180 120 150 30 135 15
74 3 30 11 20 14 17 43.502 68.57 119.6 119.58486 100 190 130 160 30 145 15
75 3 30 12 21 15 18 166.579 314.89 99.9 99.7154618 110 200 140 170 30 155 15
76 4 40 6 18 10 14 163.341 247.53 165.8 165.84685 50 170 90 130 40 110 20
77 4 40 7 19 11 15 160.313 285.79 141 140.98132 60 180 100 140 40 120 20
78 4 40 8 20 12 16 65.622 134.08 123 123.005724 70 190 110 150 40 130 20
79 4 40 9 21 13 17 82.536 226.61 91.5 91.5385874 80 200 120 160 40 140 20
80 5 50 3 18 8 13 206.356 441.64 146.8 146.79071 20 170 70 120 50 95 25
81 5 50 4 19 9 14 255.099 591.54 135.5 135.479789 30 180 80 130 50 105 25
82 5 50 5 20 10 15 48.123 113.67 133 133.001551 40 190 90 140 50 115 25
83 5 50 6 21 11 16 81.234 254.7 100.2 100.197934 50 200 100 150 50 125 25
84 6 60 1 19 7 13 82.803 232.51 134.3 134.256572 0 180 60 120 60 90 30
85 6 60 2 20 8 14 124.266 313.88 149.2 149.251874 10 190 70 130 60 100 30
86 6 60 3 21 9 15 116.697 316.91 138.8 138.820904 20 200 80 140 60 110 30
Resistivity Profile 3- Day 3
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Raw resistivity measured apparent resistivity pseudosection (top), calculated apparent resistivity pseudosection (middle) and inversion 
tomogram (bottom)  from Profile 1. 
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Raw resistivity measured apparent resistivity pseudosection (top), calculated apparent resistivity pseudosection (middle) and inversion 
tomogram (bottom) from Profile 2. 
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Raw resistivity measured apparent resistivity pseudosection (top), calculated apparent resistivity pseudosection (middle) and inversion 
tomogram (bottom) from Profile 3. 
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Appendix F: Seismic Refraction 
Line 1 processing in Vista. 
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Line 2 processing in Vista. 

